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SiO Owv wins Nobel Prize in economics

Showed importance of technolo6gy in !growth
By Niraj S. Desai
Institute Professor Robert M,
Solow was awarded the 1987 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Science on Wednesday for his
contributions to the theory of
economic growth.
In making the award, the Nobel committee stressed the importanCe Of Solow's idea that technological advancement has a greater
impact on the growth of an industrialized economy than either
capital accumulation or increases

ago, primarily for his life-cycle
theory of consumption and
savings.
Much of the seminal work for
which Solow was awarded the
prize was done in the 1950s. SolQw attempted to build a mathematical model describing how
such factors as capital formation,
labor, and technology affect
productivity.
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'64, dean of the School of Humanities and Social Science, who
is also a professor of economics.
"4What you need is technical
change and R & D."'
Beginning in the 1950s, Solow
"was certainly the leader in the
field - both explaining [economic growth] theoretically and . . .
empirically," said Richard S. Eckaus PhD '54, head of the Department of Economics. "He built
the first model of all the factors
. . . of growth."
"It is an immensely popular
decision. He is very highly regarded for his technical skill, his
theoretical insight, his ability as a
(Please turn to page 17)

"It is easy to list things that
might contribute to economic
growth," Solow told a Wrednesin the labor supply. day morning press conference.
Solow is the eighth member of '"The problem is . . . to make a
Photo courtesy Donna CoveneylTech Talk
the MIT faculty and the third model, to understand how these
Solow, recipient of the Nobel
M.
Robert
Professor
Institute
member of the department of things interact, and to do it in
Science.
in
Economic
Prize
Memorial
economics to win the Nobel such a way that you might have a
prize. His victory came only nine prayer of measuring it."
days after Professor of Biology
Prior to Solow's research, most
Susumu Tonegawa won the prize economists believed that capital
in medicine or physiology.
formation and labor dominated
The other two MIT economics economic growth, and. that techBy Darrel Tarasewicz
II
sents serious needs and "is in no gifts, he continued. "With this
laureates are Paul A. Samuelson, nological change played only a
Three hundred forty-five mil- way a wish list," he said. "We campaign, over the five year periInstitute professor emeritus and small part.
lion dollars of funds expected to 1had to scale down our goals be- od, we will double what we make
the 1970 winner, who was cited
result from MIT's capital cam- 4cause $550 million was about the now." He added that after every
Solow found, however, that the
for introducing scientific analysis quality of the technology .paign will go to academic pro- 1limit as to what the supply was
fundraising campaign, the twointo economic theory, and Insti- outweighs both simple capital grams and student financial aid, willing to give us."
fold increase in income has been
tute Professor Franco Modiglia- growth - the number of new
President Paul E. Gray '54 anAround $225 million will go to sustained.
ni, who won the prize two years factories, machines, etc. - and
nounced at Wednesday's faculty academic programs in the Center
Doctoral program
meeting.
changes in labor - increases in
for Cancer Research, the departin STS approved
Gray explained how the $550
the working population.
ment of brain and cognitive sci"'Ae owe a lot of it to the million 'Campaign for the Fu- Ience, the Center for Real Estate
The faculty at its meeting also
growth of high technology," So- ture" is a major venture for the Development, and other pro- approved a proposal that would
low said of the expansion of the Institute. This is only the fourth grams. One-hundred and twenty create a doctoral program in the
this'Suntanj Oat.25; av^2
US economy in the past several fundraising campaign in the past million dollars- is slated for un- Science, Technology and Society
w~l
Earm;.er·
50 years, he said.
dergraduate and graduate student Program
decades.
a'.
The current campaign will sat- financial aid.
tlw'
c!Zsi
The program will be a five-year
Solow's insight has "fundaGray explaSned how the re- trial programn, according to Frank
mentally changed the way firms isfy only half of the $1.2 billion
eng·;=eX''
calculat- maining $205 million in funds E. Perkins '55, dean of the Gradneeds that was oriyin
Viv'e1eresearelf and d&VCeloiient,`
uate School.
distributed:
be
said Ann F. Friediaernder PhD ed, he stressed. This figure repre- would
Ann F Friedlaender PhD '64,
& $100 million for the endowdean of the School of Humanities
ment of faculty chairs;
* $65 million for renovated and Social Sciences, stressed that
including a new gradu- this program will not be exclufacilities,
the
missed
just
year
this
ment
The 186 declared EE majors
By Ben Z. Stanger
dormitory and biol- sively for STS students. "All
student
ate
and 91 declared CS majors repre- benchmark of 270, CUAFA
Two hundred and seventyalong I was troubled by having
and
building;
ogy
sent a 15.8 percent decrease from Chairman Keith Stolzenbach said
seven sophomores have declared
such a small program exclusively
unrestricted
of
million
$40
a
reno
a major in the department of last year's 329 sophomores who there would probably be
in STS. Only after the anthropolgifts.
of
1993
Class
the
on
strictions
electrical engineering and com- said they would major in Course
and history sections received
ogy
Instithe
year,
In the average
V. -Total undergraduate enroll- either.
puter science, the lowest number
in
(Please turn to page 19)
million
$50
about
13)
receives
tute
page
to
turn
(Please
of Course VI sophomores in ten ment in the department is 940.
Since 1983 Course VI has
years, according to figures front
the Registrar's Office. In addi- urged the Committee on Undertion, approximately 10 percent of graduate Admissions and Finanommended four proposals to re- increase, Gallager commented.
By Mary Condello
the Class of 1990 chose majors cial Aid to restrict a fraction of
Some students are concerned
The department of electrical duce the length of the program:
each entering class' from major- engineering and computer science
outside engineering and science.
Denial of further registra- that the proposal for a time limit
o
The "fifth-week count" of the ing in EECS unless enrollment in is considering imposing a limit on tion to students who have not on the SM degree might be too
Class of 1990 also showed a de- the department fell below certain the time students take to receive completed the requirements for harsh, Gallager said. But, he
cline in the number of sopho- annual benchmarks. However, the Master of Science degree.
the SM degree in six or more reg- pointed out, the proposal is
more declarers in the Schools of CUAFA never implemented the
ular terms. Exceptions will be aimed at prompting the EECS
sugfour
of
one
proposal,
The
Engineering and Science, and an restrictions. The committee de- gested in the "Report of the made by the department graduate graduate committee to pay more
increase in the number of sopho- cided this Spring not to restrict Committee on the Length of the committee after submission of a attention to students who exceed
mores who declared majors in next year's incoming class from SM Program," would deny regis- petition from the student and a six terms to complete the prothe other schools - the Sloan Course VI based on the results tsation to SM degree candidates
gram and to work with them
letter by the thesis supervisor.
School of Management, the frorn a preliminary survey by the who take longer than six terms to
* Circulation of a statement rather than disqualify them from
School of Architecture and Plan- Undergraduate Academic Sup- complete the degree.
-of the objectives and scope of the the program.
ning and the School of Human- port Office.
SM thesis to students,' faculty,
The EECS department estabMisperceptions of SM thesis
Although sophomore enroll- lished the committee in the fall of and-research staff
ities and Social Sciences.
hP-·LIIB
·sb-··
dL-----d--d·l·C·
p C---qLP
According to Thomas Russ G.
* Raising graduate stipends
1985 to study ways of decreasing
for students who have completed member of the EECS Departthe time master degree students
ment Committee on Graduate
the SM degree.
spend at MIT.
Students, "internal pressure and
enstatement
a
& Requiring
"We would like to serve more
By Katie Schwarz
attitudes and expectations' about
or
research
a
faculty
by
dorsed
people," said Arthur C. Smith,
MIT officially announced its
of
each
what constitutes a good thesis
end
the
at
member
staff
There
EECS.
in
officer
graduate
half-billion-dollar "Campaign
play a significant role in the durain
student
each
from
term
regular
to
applicants
qualified
many
are
yesdrive
for the Future" fund
the SM program who has not yet tion of time -students spend in
the EECS graduate program who
terday, with celebrations of its
finding and completing a thesis.
submitted a thesis proposal.
if
would be able to be admitted
two new Nobel prize winners
Faculty expectations of a good
guaranteed
proposal
only
The
combe
could
program
SM
the
and reassurances that Mon(Please turn to page 19)
stipend
is
the
implemented
be
to
of
time,
length
shorter
in
a
pleted
day's stock market crash will
Smith explained.
not cripple the campaign.
The average time taken to at"MIT -has weathered other
tain-the SM degree has increased--~
stock market declines in prefrom 31/2 terms to 4/2 terms over
vious fund drives," said Glenn
Thomas F. Trobauglh G was found dead in the basement of
Future
the
for
Campaign
the past 10 years, according to
and
P. Srehle '58, treasurer
Somerville home yesterday. The Somerville Police are treathis
Smith.
vice president for resource de- vious level of nearly $1.2 bilhis death as an apparent suicide, although the Middlesex
ing
determined
lion.
has
The committee
velopment. Monday's crash reCounty medical examiner is still investigating. He is survived by
The Institute's last fundraisthat the SM thesis is the-most sigpresents a fluctuation and
his wife, Marcia Lewin, their 2-month-old son, his mother, two
nificant factor determining the
'the factors that caused it are ing drive also began at a low
sisters, and a brother.
time required to complete the denonrecurring," Strehle be- point of the stock market Trobaugh came to MIT three years ago as a graduate student
gree, Smith added.
lieved, noting that the Dow April 1975 - yet that camin the School of Architecture and Planning. He was a PhD stu"We want to change people's
Jones Industrials average re- paign was a success, raising 10
dent in the Media Arts and Sciences section. Dean Robert M.
percepdons of the master's themains slightly higher than it percent more than expected,
Randolph said Trobaughi was "well thought of, and highly
he said.
sis," said Robert G. Gallager '57,
was at the start of the year.
regarded within his department.'
'This may seem to some of
committee chairman and profesThe crash reduced MIT's
No information was yet available about the time or place of
sor 'of electrical engineering and
endowment by almost $100 you like rather an odd time to
services. the
16)
page
to
turn
(Please
computer science.
million this week from its pre.0 IIIrl~ pLd-~s-~---~
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Homeless: "To you, we're the invisible people"
the 1960s - politically astute, optimistic, daring, aggressive. In fact, he had decided to run for a seat on the Cambridge City Council.
Yet there was a plaintive side to him, as well, for he
knew that people were often quick to judge others by appearance. People could not see through the rumpled,
stained clothes, the piss-stained pants, the dirty, greasy
straggles of hair matted against creased foreheads, the
black fingernails, and the grime from the sidewalks that
mottled the skin. "We may have lost our homes, but we're
still Americans. Don't we have the right to life, liberty
and property?" he asked.

Reporter's Notebook

By Thomas T. Huang
Last Tuesday night on Landsdowne Street, at the northern edge of campus, a homeless man of Apache blood
exploded in a drunken rage. He confronted his lover, mistakenly believing that she had betrayed him for another.
In the darkness of the decrepit, abandoned house where
they were staying temporarily, the couple teetered to the
brink of violence. Had it not been for the other street
people who forced the couple apart and talked some sense
into them, the argument might have ended in bloodshed.
Carlos Gonzalez, 45, had seen a lot of things like this
happen on the street. For years, the cityscape was his
She had been on the streets
home by choice. Born in Harlem, NY, he had a keen intelligence and a forceful voice. He knew of the despair
for five years. Knowing that she
and frustration of the homeless. Living on the street
would soon bring a baby into
could turn a human being into an animal, and this is what
he was struggling against. As the October winds grew
the world, she wanted to get off
colder, harsher, he realized that he and his fellow homethe streets.
less faced an uphill battle to maintain even a vestige of
basic human dignity.
He reflected on how he and the others had come to ocGonzalez-truly believed that he had to make a stand
cupy the tents on a stretch of grass on MIT property, near now. He was going to have to fight to stay human, refusthe corner of Blanche and Green Streets, just beyond the ing to give up. "What is it like at the shelters for the hocandy factory. They had also gained entrance to a run- meless?" he asked. "They're for those who have given up.
down house nearby - a residence that 'had been abanBut I'm an adult. I don't want to be institutionalized. I
doned in 1979 - and had proceeded to occupy it. How don't want to be 'taken care off' " He thought the shelters
had it all begun?
were dehumanizing, because they threw people together
Last Saturday and Sunday, the Simplex Steering Comwho neither knew nor trusted each other. Instead, he and
mittee had staged a protest called "Tent City" to drama- the others would have to demonstrate that they could
tize the need for more homes for the poor and the workform a community of trust and take care of themselves.
ing class on the 27-acre MIT-owned Simplex site. When
"I'm not interested in keeping this land," Gonzalez said,
the protest ended Sunday afternoon, roughly twenty street
pointing to the tents. "This is just a demonstration propeople remained on the site, in six tents donated by indi- ject to show that the homeless can get together - cooperate - to build something for ourselves."
Nevertheless, Gonzalez was prepared to go to jail. He
had been there before. "Without a home, it's hard to be a
law-abiding citizen," he explained. He said the Cambridge
people," Gonzalez said. "You
police had thrown him in jail for a month when they disdon't think we're human
covered that he and 45 other people were living in abandoned townhouses near Central Square. He said he had
beings. You don't see us."
also been arrested for stealing a plastic canvas from the
MBTA to cover six kids from the rain. They had been
vidual protesters, renaming the community "Shantytown,
sleeping by the river.
USA." William Cavellini, head of the SSC, had not anWolf, Bear
ticipated this. With reluctance, he soon disavowed the ocand Princess
cupation, although he did "personally sympathize" with
the homeless to find decent housing.
Wolf with his piercing eyes and wiry frame turned to
Meanwhile, Walter L. Milne, assistant to the chairman
greet a visitor. A brown, ragged beard covered most of his
of the MIT Corporation and to the president, said that
face, which was chiseled like stone, angular. Born in
MIT had not given permission for the use of the land or Cambridge and living for most of his 27 years in Boston,
made a formal arrangement with the protesters. On the he acted as an enforcer for the group of homeless.
other hand, MIT did not consider the trespass serious enThis became apparent as the visitor first approached the
ough to complain, he said.
This is what Gonzalez remembered as he entered the
abandoned house on Landsdowne Street late Wednesday
People could not see through
afternoon, when the cops weren't looking, past the psychedelic mura-like painting that graced the front door.
the rumpled, stained clothes, the
He was a leader among the homeless. He was the one who
piss-stained pants, the dirty,
had come up with the idea to stay on the plot of land. He
wanted to show Cambridge that the homeless had genuine
greasy straggles of hair matted
concerns and realistic goals - that they wanted to occupy
against creased foreheads, the
abandoned houses and convert them to homes. Wouldn't
anyone listen? Gonzalez asked himself. Didn't anybody
black fingerna
care?
w~altks
th~at

"To you, we're the invisible

ils, and the grime

from the side\walks that
mottled the slkin.

I

Photos by: Kyle G. Peltonen/The Tech
hadn't been prepared for a "ready-made" family she said.
She had been on the streets for five years. Knowing that
she would soon bring a baby into the world, she wanted
to get off the streets. She dreamed of converting the
houses nearby - standing like rotting, hollow shells -into homes. She also hoped to go back to see her mother,
in Florida, for Christmas. She and Bear had been married
just three weeks before.
Gonzalez
"We are abandoned people who have adopted an abandoned house," Gonzalez said. "It's better than being beaten up by a drunk in the front yard of some house. It's
better than sleeping on the train tracks."
Entering the empty house, he thought of the people
who lived on the railroad tracks near MIT. There were
about eight of them, and they were some of the saddest,
most tragic examples of human beings he had ever seen.
The rats would scurry among them. There were so many
rats that the people gave them names.
Inside, Gonzalez showed the visitor that he was trying
to build a community in which shells and smooth stones
could be used for barter. He said that street people who
did chores for one hour were paid one shell. The shell
could be saved or turned in for food.
He had bought sugarcane juice in' small cartons real
cheap from Chinatown and sold them at a profit of 90
cents each to people at the Head of the Charles regatta.
With that money, he was able to buy fruit, vegetables and
muffins, now stored in the old kitchen of the house. Fifteen loaves of French bread had been stuffed into the

oven. With a small bunsen burner, he and the others
could do some simple cooking, as well.
It's hard to be alone out here, Gonzalez tthought. With
This was all a lot better than life on the street. He rewhn
eyes averted, passersby would ignore the IhnmPlPeCc
membered
what it was like to piss in- his pants, what it
nlulmlel33
Wnoo
community. At that molmerit, one of the street people, a
ment,
of the
one street people,
walked the street. "To you, we're the invi:sible people,"
was like to take one shower a week at the Salvation Army,
man named Memory, atbruptly grew nervous, thern angry what it was like to carry his belongings 24 hours a day,
Gonzalez said. "You don't think we're humam beings.
You
n beings.
You and violent. Clutching a pair of scissors,
began to
to ye:
yell: what it was like to get up at five in the morning to try to
pair Of he
scissors,
e began
don't see us."
ru're
a
policeman?
"Hey,
Hey,
Jap,
Jap,
who find
you
think
yo
find temprr
temporary work.
work.
The homeless called him "The Mouth," bbecause he wasl
signing
us
off?"
Wolf
intervened
urds.
Heav-set
do
you
think
you
are,
their spokesman, and he had a way with wolrds. Heavy-set
ighand. He forced Memory out of
"There are actually plenty of meal programs," he said.
with hammer in
and balding, he resembled an aging social activists o
"The problem is lack of transportation. It takes so much
out o
of quickly,
Shantytown, shoving thee man through
an opening
opening In
in the
the time and energy to walk from shelter to shelter. Despair
man
troug
an
11~
-Zl
isa~
ilgt3~0~·I
. U.
wire fence surrounding tthe plot of land. The derelict consets in. People look down at you, insult you, close their
tinued to spew out garb ded threats as he walked away.
doors in your face.'
"Just ignore it. Just iignore it,' another man told the
h f2
°26 it, mantolOn
the second-floor, Gonzalez crept into a closet full of
visitor. "He's playing wiith 26 out of 52."
musty,
old clothes and ducked through a gaping hole in
Wolf returned with a grin. Daniel Butts was his real
the
wall
into a secret passageway. Up a dark stairwell, he
name. He had spent the last twelve years of his life travelhaig
out
at
the
oston
d
dclimbed
to
the attic. The aging wooden steps creaked unling the streets of Bostoln, hanging out at the Boston and
derfoot.
Cambridge Commons. N
When his father died, Wolf had
left his mother, who livedd in Brockton, because he wanted
to be free. But he hadn'tt realized that there was freedom
The rats woud scurry amon
in falling, as well.
Wolf only went to thee shelters for food. He couldn't
them. There were so many rats
stand staying there. He ssaid the people treated him like a
that the people gave them
kid. "They tell you to gco to sleep at 9 o'clock, and then
you have to get up at 5 in the morning," he said. "I still
names.
want my freedom." Yet iit was hard for him to find work
with only a seventh gradle education.
He surveyed the room with a burning candle in one
Bear and Princess Sulliivan livedi in
aa large
inlived
arge tent
tent that
that was
was hand and a hammer in the other. The pale gray light
close to collapse, battereed like a sail in the heavy wind. through the window revealed a makeshift bed and cloth"It's a nuclear disaster," Bear, 25, said, pointing to the ing and newspapers strewn across the room. He had
inside of his tent. In red sweat pants,
barefoot,
he resemnsweatbarefoot,
pants, he
ese
cleaned up the room and made it his home. Still, wooden
bled Wolf, who was his ccousin. Bear said he was born in planks
planks lay
lay scattered
scatere on
on the
he floor.
floor
New York and had gone out west as a youngster to beout
as west
a youngster to beGonzalez had been up for 35 hours straight. He told
come a stunt man for the,e California
Hell-drivers,
e California
Hel-drvers, driving
driving the visitor that he was very tired, exhausted. Gonzalez
a motorcycle around a Ihigh, curving track called 'The
peered outside the window and saw the six tents propped
Wall of Death." But he g{;ot out ofotthe
because of
of up on the lawn across the street, and 'a police car parked
theoutbusiness
business
of
because
the accidents that came w
vith the Job. A thin, pale scar cut on a distant side street. Wind whipped the flaps of the
across his forehead.
One of the tents had already collapsed in a jumbled
Princess, a large woma with golden hair and a pretty tents.
heap. In the back of his mind, Gonzalez knew that MIT
face, caressed her belly. Ihn four months, she would have a might come any day and force them out, but he wasn't
child. She was 19 years oMld. With only mocassins on her sure when that would happen.
, frm - hoeollyoodFL.sure when that would happen.
feet, she was a long wayinfrom homea-Hollywood,
mForFL.
years he had lived on the streets, searching for a
There she had been livit
g i out
and of her mother's home for his compatriots. Finally, at.least for now, he had
house, but her stepfathe ;r ~~L) her out for good. He found
one.
,,.,. ····
Gonzalez

The rats would scurry among

that the people gave them
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NASA releases new flight schedule

Dow Jones index falls again

Missile strikes Kuwaiti oil platform

Poet Joseph Brodsky was awarded the Nobel prize in
literature yesterday. Brodsky, who was a former inmate of
a Soviet labor camp, was informed of the announcement
in London while he was eating lunch with spy novelist
John LeCarre. It was his wish when he learned of the reward that more people read Russian poetry.

Despite recovering 186 points during trading Wednesday, which had many believing that the stock market was
recovering from its 508 point drop on Monday, the Big
Board sagged 77 points yesterday
In an effort to curb the massive trading that occured
the past week, officials turned off the computer system
that handles huge parcels of stock during transactions. In
addition John Pheian, stock exchange chairman, announced that the trading day would be shortened by two
hours on Friday, Monday, and Tuesday in order to give
officials time-to catch up from this week's record volume.
In an effort to instill confidence in the market President
Reagan announced the creation of a three-member panel
to examine the Wall Street situation. Sources say the panel will investigate a need for changes in stock market procedures. It will report back to the President in 30 to 60
days.

Islamic Jihadl makes new threats

Bork debate ends

The Kuwaiti defense ministry said yesterday that an
Iranian Silkworm missile struck a Kuwaiti oil loading
platform injuring five people. This was the third attack in
the past week. Earlier an American-owned ship and an
American flagged tanker had been struck.
Iran has considered Kuwait a supporter of Iraq in the
Persian Gulf war and had vowed retaliation for a US attack on one of its offshore oil platforms earlier this week.

Brodsky wins Nobel in literature

The Islamic Jihad, the pro-Iranian group holding hostages in Lebanon warned of new possible attacks against
US forces in the Persian Gulf. The group issued a statement claiming that thousands of suicide bombers are prepared to strike the American ships in the area. In addition
the group released new photographs of American hostage
Terry Anderson and French hostage Jean Paul Kauffmann. Neither looked terribly fatigued, but both appeared to have lost weight.

By Leigh Rubin

RubesO

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced yesterday a new flight schedule which includes
19 space shuttle flights over the next three years. This
schedule has five fewer lauches than the previous schedule. The first launch since the Challenger disaster is set
for June 1988. NASA also plans 49 unmanned satellite
launches which moves away from its previous near total

reliance on the shuttle.

No change on South Africa sanctions
Assistant Secretary of State Chester Crocker announced
yesterday that the administration has no intention of repealling sanctions on South Africa. In speaking to a Sen-

ate panel, he said that sanctions have had little impact on
the white-minority Government. He added that sanctions
have limited the ability of the United States to seek diplomatic solutions to South Africa's racial segregation laws.

Teamsters seek reinestatement
Thirty years after being expelled from the AFL-CIO,
and facing a governmaent takeover, the Teamsters Union
wants to be reinstated into the AFL,-CIO. Federation
president Lane Kirkland said the application will be taken
up by the AFL-CIO's executive council on Saturday. The
Teamsters were expelled from the federation after leaders
refused to sign a code of ethics.

The Senate decided yesterday that since Judge Robert
Bork has no chance of winning Senate approval to the
Supreme Court no further debate was necessary. Senate
Majority leader Robert Byrd announced that the vote on
Bork will be taken this afternoon.
Senate conservative, Strom Thurmond, has accused liberal groups of misrepresentating Bork's record. Bork himself has publicly stated that he wishes a quick vote to end
the matter.

Commission rejects female statue

Reagan backs off on tax issue
After years of flatly ruling out tax increases as a method of reducing the huge federal deficit, President Reagan
announced he would meet with Congressional leaders and
not rule out any deficit-cutting option. Reagan hopes that
spending and taxes will be kept as low as possible.
Many analysts believe that Reagan's softer approach is
to allay the fears of many of the stock market traders.

Iranian gurnboats have UIS motors

The US Customs Service Is probing reports that armed
Iranian speedboats may be powered by American-made
outboard motors. Officials of the Outboard Marine Corporation in suburban Chicago say they welcome such a
probe. An OMC spokesman says the company does not
condone sales to Iran and such an action could not have
occurred with company knowledge.

The Federal Commission on the Fine Arts has dismissed
a plan to add a statue of a woman to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington. Supporters had wanted the
additional statue to represent the estimated ten thousand
women who served in Vietnamn. The commission which
voted four to one against the idea can only be overruled
by Congress.

r

Fair Weather Ahead
As the high pressure moves off to our east, a cold
fronital system will slowly approach from our
northwest and increase our clouds Saturday and
Sunday. Precipitation should stay to our north and
the higher elevations of northern New England
could see some snow.

_l~~

r
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Today: Mostly sunny. High 54-57°F. Winds west 1015 mph.
Tonight: Increasing cloudiness with lows 36-38°F.
Winds west 8&12 mph.
Satuday: Partly cloudy. High 58°F, low 38°F.
Winds southwest 5-10 mph.
Sunday: Variable cloudiness with possible showers.
High in the mid-50's, low in the lower 40's.
Winds southwest 10-15 mph.
Forecast by Mark P. Lubratt
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Jim McMahon was officially reactivated by the Chicago
Bears yesterday. He has been sidelined the entire season so
far because of shoulder problems. He is expected to play
but not start in this Sunday's game against Tampa Bay.
The Bears are most happy to get McMahon back since
Chicago has won the last 23 games that McMahon has
started.
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MIT: listen to me for just a
moment.
I remember returning from
classes to my dormitory on a cold
day in February, 1983, and hearing that a resident had committed
suicide. People told me that he
had hung himself in his room.
They told me about how the ambulance came down Amherst
Alley to take his body away.
I didn't know him very well.
When I met him the fall before,
my first impression was that he
could probably cut me in two
with a karate chop, but he turned
out to be quite a gentle, quiet
person. He was a young, athletic
black man who liked writing.
Sometimes he would wear something that looked like an American Indian headdress of feathers.
Often he would make amusing
comments at study breaks.
I didn't realize that he was having problems. I didn't know him
very well, and I didn't take the
time out of my classes and other
activities to change that fact.
As a freshman, I couldn't understand why an upperclassman
might take his or her own life. It
seemed to me that freshmen were
the ones who were undergoing
great changes and new pressures.
Even with the pass/fail grading
system, freshman year jolted me
and then drained some life from
me.

On the other hand, I believed
that upperclassmen had had the
time to adjust to the pace of MIT
life. I thought they could handle
anything: longer hours of work,
harder tests, less flexibility in late
problem sets and papers.
MIT: I hope that, after the
tragedies of the past year, you
will come to realize that this is
not so. Support and understandingfrom counselors, professors, teaching assistants, house
masters, floor tutors, and students themselves - should not
be reserved for freshmen.
For, as Stephanie HarristonDiggs, assistant dean for student
affairs, explained in an interview
in the October issue of The Graduate Student News, upperclassmen - particularly seniors face immense pressures. Seniors
stand at the crossroads. They are
about to leave their friends. They
have to tackle career decisions.
Will they be able to get that job?
Will they be able to get into graduate school? Once in graduate
school, will they be able to pass
their qualifying examinations?

r -- ,-.-l----------l-s
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life.
On Friday, Oct. 16, 1987, in
their Mattapan apartment, next
to the still body of their eightmonth-old child, former graduate
students Sam Amponsah SM '79
and Melanie Amponsah were
found dead.
And yesterday, in the basement
of his house in Somerville, Tom
Trobaugh G joined the universal
silence.

MIT: I'm warning you that the
number of suicides in the past
year ought not be treated as some
"glitch." I'm warning you that
these suicides ought not be considered as isolated, pathological
cases of mentally unstable students. For callous statements like
these are just denials of the fact
that some students do get lost
and confused in the grind - denials of the responsibility we as a
community must take in looking
after them.

Thomas T Huang G, a student
in the department of electricalengineering and computer science,
is a former editor in chief of The
Tech.

MIT: bYou
leave very little room
for failure or self-doubt or exhaustion. Possibly this confinement is wrought by the students,
but you do little to steer us away
from the misguided view that
overachievement is a healthy way
of life.
MIT: You seem to expect students to be supermen and superwomen. We are not. We freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
seniors, and graduate students
are simply young men and women who are still growing up, who
still don't quite understand what
the hell is going on. You should
expect us to fail just as you
expect us to succeed.
Yes, you and I, we're all busy,
and we all have our own problems, and with every day it gets
harder to listen to each other,
and who can really tell when a
student is on the verge of selfdestruction?
But MIT: Were you and I then
still too busy to grieve for the
lost? Are we supposed to grow
accustomed to the cadence of
student suicides, treat it as mere
noise in the background, and go
on with our lives as if nothing
has changed?
On Sunday, Oct. 5, 1986, Randy Wei '87 took his own life.
At some time between Oct. 15
and 17, 1986, Dan O'Day '87
took his own life.
On Friday, Oct. 2, 1987, Jeffrey
Liebman '88 took his own life.
On Saturday, Oct. 3, 1987,
Kent Anderson G took his own

I I--

are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by

~s~t |the
editorial board, which consists of the publisher, editor in
chief, managing editor, news editors and opinion editors.

Upperclassmen and graduate
students face the unknown. If
they can't see the future, they
think they have come to the end
of the road. Perhaps a loved one
has abruptly left their lives. Perhaps a career opportunity has
suddenly vanished. Perhaps a
door has been closed. Young people just don't have the experience
of years that tells them there are
many, many doors in a life.
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Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format,
are the opinions of the undersigned members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the
newspaper.
Letters to the Editorare welcome. They must be typed double
spaced and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge MA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room
W20-483.
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the
right to edit or condense letters. Shorter letters will be given
higher priority. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we
receive.
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Column/Julian West

Arias deserves Nobel Prize
The awarding of the Nobel
Peace Prize to Costa Rican President Oscar Arias is to be applauded, not criticized. His Central American peace initiative is a
legitimate effort which may yet
bring peace to a profoundly troubled region.

cision of the committee members,
and even the intentions of Alfred
Nobel himself.
Saeger says that the Peace
Prize should be awarded for results, and that Arias has produced none. Both halves of his
syllogism are false.

K. J. Saeger G takes exception
to the decision ["Peace prize rewards useless effort;" Oct. 20]. I
was taken aback by his conclusion, but his reasoning is clear.
Saeger believes that the Peace
Prize should be awarded annually
to those who attempt to impose
peace by external force of arms.
He selects the example of United
States intervention in Central
America as being most germane,
but he might equally have applauded Margaret Thatcher for
her peaceful conclusion of the
Falklands dispute, or the Soviet
Union for its effort to impose
peace in Afghanistan.

Arias has produced results.
First as planning minister, then as
president-of Costa Rica, he has
helped preserve his country's democracy, and kept confrontation
- which engulfs his region on
several fronts - from spreading
within his borders. This is a small
accomplishment, but one which
each Costa Rican president must
achieve.
Arias has brought the leaders
of Central America to the bargaining table, and forced them to
hammer out an agreement. It is
not perhaps the agreement which
Saeger might desire, which Ronald Reagan might desire, or
which I might desire. It is doubtless not the agreement which
Daniel Ortega would ask for either. Such is the nature of bargaining.

What should be obvious from
these examples is that lasting
peace can never come from the
barrel of a gun. The Pax Romana, or the present Pax Americana, provides only the illusion
of peace to those living at the
hub of their empires. What
Saeger proposes is not a revision
of the criteria for the peace prize,
but a new award for successful
military adventurism, and he
should say so.
He does not; he chooses instead a direct attack upon the
Nobel committee. Saeger secondguesses not only the plans of a
well-educated, well-travelled international statesman, but the de-

___

Anyone with even a cursory
awareness of Central American
politics must understand what a
feat this represents. The fact that
the plan has yet to be essayed is
neither here nor there. The Nobel
award makes it that much more
likely that it will come to fruition; that Arias' good intentions
will continue to produce results.
Secondly, it is not true that one
must convincingly produce a
state of peace to deserve the
Peace Prize. A state of war can

-MM

be produced, and is self-perpetuating; if anyone were sick enough to award a prize for war,
candidates could be found in
abundance. A state of peace
must be sustained; it must be
nurtured like a fragile plant.
Those who contribute to the
maintenance and preservation of
peace are not to be faulted if
there comes a time when it can
no longer be kept alive. Many of
those Saeger calls undeserving
have attempted to cultivate peace
in the harshest of climates: in
South Africa, divided into dozens of warring ethnic minorites;
in Northern Ireland, with a history of 800 years of sectarian enmity. Such challenges are not to be
faced lightly.
Saeger's analogy to physics is
-fallacious. The greatest contribution to physics consists of the
most elegant theory, the most
dramatic breakthrough. The
greatest contribution to world
peace is not necessarily that
which saves the most lives this
year, and certainly not that which
best safeguards US military interests. The prize is, perhaps, for
the most noble-hearted effort, the
willingness to forgive past
wrongs, the greatness to lay aside
arms.
The struggle for peace is an
eternal one, and the Nobel prize
recognizes this reality. Oscar
Arias is a deserving man of
peace.
Julian West, a graduatestudent
in mathematics, is a contributing
editor of The Tech.
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Dean for Undergraduate Margaret L. A. MacVicar '65 elaborated: "Type A MIT people don't
know how to be reflective and do
things in a new way."

C-.

Such statements suggest that
MIT students are robots, incapable of gaining knowledge or
broadening their horizons without official control.
On the contrary, MIT students
are uniquely skilled at managing
their time in a demanding environment. IAP offers students the
chance to achieve their own goals
in a less structured environment
similar to the post-collegiate
"Real World."
Students engage in many IAP
activities which were not addressed by the Undergraduate
Academic Support Office's survey. During IAP, students have
time to explore the cultural offerings of Boston. IAP offers students the largest single block of
time during the year to work on
theses and UROP research; students can concentrate on their
projects, free of the normal term

obligations.
Students' activities during IAP
are not limited to the MIT campus, or even the Boston area.
Some students travel, and others
use the month to work full time,
off-campus or even out-of-state.
Indeed, many students depend on
their IAP income to pay a sizable
portion of their tuition. MIT is
unique in that it gives its students
an alternative to a January vacation, while allowing students who
need vacation time to take it.

i

Clearly, the IAP Policy Committee has not carefully considered the implications of its proposed IAP modifications,
changes which would surely
eliminate many valuable opportunities for learning beyond MIT's
official curriculum.
Dan Gilbert '91
Arthur Gleckler '88
Jerry Larivee '90
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Column/Michael J. Garrison

IAP journal

writeFr corplains

I admit it. I was one of those ran on Tuesday has drawn the
ten juniors last year Who filled
most mail of any single story
out a journal for the Indepefident
printed this term, and every one
Activities Period Policy Commit- ,of those letters was against a
tee and didn't attend a single In- more structured IAP.
stitute-sponsored IAP activity.
In my case, which I'm sure is
But then the Institute wasn't the same as a great number of
sponsoring any activities within "long-distance" students, I can2000 miles of where I was stay- not afford to go home for any
ing. I spent the entire month of holidays besides summer and
January at home, in Bothell, winter vacations. Also, since I
WA.
work here in the-summer, I have
Did I slack off? Did I spend not had more than ten days at
my IAP in an unproductive man- home between September 1985
ner? These are two different and now, except for IAP. Because
questions, right? The IAP Policy of this I have not been at MIT
Committee apparently doesn't for IAP since my freshman year.
think so ['MIT considers IAP
I often wish I could attend
changes," Oct. 20].
some of the interesting activities
When I was asked to keep this advertised each year over IAR.
journal I called the IAP office But for me, and for many other
and asked ifthey wanted me to students, spending time at home
keep it even though I would not with my family is "productive. I
be here over IAP. They said they am sure I would not have lasted
did and that I would be paid $25 four years inl the MIT environupon completion of the journal.
ment without the break of spenldI was supposed to write about ing January at home.
everything I did. So I wrote
IAP's greatest value to the stuabout my yearly reunions with dents has -been its lack of remy friends, visiting my great- quired structure. MIT students
grandmother's farm (I missed her get enough rigid structure all year
90th birthday party last Septem- - they deserve a chance to set up
ber), snowmobiling with my fa- their own schedule, work or. their
ther, and showing my girlfriend own priorities, arnd choose their
(who was also skipping IAP in own itineraries.
order to work in Philadelphia)
The IAP Policy Committee
around Seattle.
should accept the results of their
I suppose all of these are "non- own survey with a more open
productive" activities, but, I was mind. The attitude of the comvery thankful to have the chance mittee ignores a clear student deto do them. Other student s seem
mand for "rest and recreation"
to agree with me. The story we between the hectic paces of fall

--

4uts

and spring terms.
l was glad the committee was
interested in how students really
spent IAP. Of course, I assumed
they were trying to find out what
students Felt they needed. Instead, it almost seems like they
were checking up on us to make
sure we were doing our homework.
Besides, I don't think I ever
did get that $25.
Michael J. Garrison, a senior
in the department of aeronautics
and astronautics, is publisher of
The Tech.
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1AP rounds out an RAIT education

To the Editor:
It's 2 am. I'm still wide awake
after having drunk only one cup
of coffee all day, so I'm in pretty
good shape. Just having finished
a job application for next sumnmer, I begin reading Thie Tech to
take a break before starting a
problem set.
What do I read? Members of
the Independent Activities Period
Policy Committee believe that
students spend IAP in unproductive ways ["MIT considers IAP
changes," Oct. 207.
What are these "unproductive"
activities? According to the committee, they are reading novels,
L--~~~~~~~~~~~P~~~--~~
----~~~~~~~~
- - - ~~~~~~~~~~·II
--~~~~~~~~·~~~~~
q9
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watching movies, and socializing
with friends. It seems that MIT
students, used to being told what
to do during the semester, just
Jay around and let their brains
turn to mush because they have
no deadlines to meet.
1, for one, do not consider
reading novels and socializing
with friends "unproductive." I
find such activities educational,
especially because I don't have
the time during the term to do
them to any significant extent.
During the term, I must complete
problem sets, study for tests,
write papers, etc., etc. Not much
time to Just sit back, relax, and
read some tr-ashy novels like
Heart of Darkness or Great Expectatioxns.
MIT is supposedly making ant
effort to'give its students a well-

weeks more worth of work.

The first word in IAP is "Independent." Leave it that way.
Chad E. Raymond '88

commifttee imposes
vievv of productivity

To the Editor:
Every once in a while I get the
impression that MIT is being run
by a bunch of imbeciles. This is
one of those times. Now they are
telling me that Independent Activities Period is being wasted
and we should do more productive things during this period
["MIT considers IAP changes,"
Oct. 201. Someone somewhere
decided that IAP was not working and that it needed to be fixed.
A minority of faculty believe
that "[AP is not fulfilling its educational purpose," and as IAP
Policy Committee Chairman David G. Wilson said, "... we have
found that a large percentage of
people don't spend their time
i
I
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I
p
.
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wisely during IAP." In a nutshell,
these seem to be the concerns
I brought up by the committee and
g
I
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I are the reasons changes are necI If AL! L!:3
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essary.
What does Wilson mean by
"wiselv"? He might not thinke
that reading a- popular novel or
It all started freshman year. I ductively. I learned to play the socializing is a wise allocation of
(Editor's note: The Tech reski,
ceived a copy of this fetter ad- walked into my dorm room. The dulcimer, learned how to
time,, but does that mean that
SalinJ.
D.
by
few
books
a
read
a
and
a
week
already
was
year
dressed to Margaret L. A. Macothers, especially those engaged
for half old, and I had frittered away ger and some lesser known au- in these acts, also view this as a
Dearn
'65,
Vicar
thors, started fencing again (I
the past ten days "flopping"
Undergraduate-Education)
waste of time?
had stopped after high school),
playing
and
Manhattan
around
Dear Dean MacVicar:
The Undergraduate Academic
football on Long Island. I put met some good friends, and' saw
I am a "type-A MIT" person
Office study on which
Support
who does not know how to do down my bags and glanced some good movies. Through it all
the
committee's assumpof
many
I did not feel the slightest tinge
things in a new way. Clearly this through the IAP calendar.
tions are based is obviously not
Without thinking I passed over of remorse.
is true since writing a letter to a
the best study to use. Again, just
The next year I was no better.
seminar 'on NMR (Nuclear
the
newspaper is one of the oldest
because the report says that novel
that I
ways to express opinion. Luckily, Magnetic Resonance for those Shamefully, I decided during
reading, movie watching, and sostill naive as I was), and checked would earn some money
I "don't know how to organize
cializing are not productive does
IAP. My productivity dove as I
my time." If I did, I would cer- off the few projects that seemed
not mean that everyone under the
squandered my time working at
tainly be doing something- more even vaguely interesting. I touredd
sun believes these activities nonthe nuclear reactor the ntxt day. Baker Dining Hall.
productive. After all, isn't our
productive.
Please, Dean MacVicar and
There 1 was, locked in an airtight
As a person, I feel rather insiggoal to always be productive?
Wilson, forDc.r- G.
professor
I apologize to the staff and fac- cement cavern listening to a man
nificant. Here are all these faculdrone on inaudibly about how give me for my sins. Remember
ulty of MIT for making Indepenty and administrators telling me
that I am just a simple "type-A
dent Activities Period a failure; I thick the walls were.
what is productive and what is
So, you see, I really did try, MIT student." I just cannot be
know they worked hard to see it
not -- telling me what is time
but I just didn't have the perse- trusted to be productive without
succeed. I guess I never considwisely spent and what is not. As
someone holding my hand.
ered the consequences of my ac- verance to stick to it. The rest of
a student, I'm insulted that these
Joseph Lichy '89
the month wasted away unprotions.

Student apologizes for being unproductive in IAP

rounded education. Talk of curriculum reform is pretty bogus if
there are plans to turn IAP into a
structured, one-month mini-term.
The statement that IAP "may
have actually increased the pace
and pressure of the shortened
terms that remain" is not based
on very sound reasoning. At
MIT, the mode of operation is
"make the students work their
asses off during the semester."
MIT students accept that - it is
one of the reasons we came here.
Expand the term by cutting down
IAP to one week and you will
not get a slower-paced semester,
you will get a semester that is
three weeks longer with three

IAP

its
I'

Fr

people have the audacity to dictate what is and is not productive. Give some people a title or a
PhD and they think they know it
all.
Let's just look at what IAP
means - Independeni Activities
Period. it is not independent To
Be Spent Doing What We Think
Is Productive Activities Period.
Most of the people to whom I've
spoken enjoy how [hey spend or waste -- their time over 1AP.
What's wrong with reading a
book? What harm is there in socializing? I wish I had more time
to socialize! I really don't see
how these and other activities can
be labeled as being unproductive.
If people say they are boredwhose fault is than? Is it JAP's
fault because it has hundreds of
activities going on or the student's fault for sittilg around
and complajning? It would be a
grave mistake to change IAP because of the belief that people are
unproductive during this time.
Then there is the issue of IAP
not fulfilling its educational purpose. There are some that would
like to see more credit courses offered, and other more structured
options. If this is a concern, then
the solution is not to change IAP
but to add what is missing (this
might also satisfy those who find
themselves bored).Yet to make IAP into a miniterm wouldn't solve anything.
Everyone I know especially values the independence of IAP. The
last thing people want to have to

do is put up with more requirements and added pressure. We
have enough of that during the
term.
The last thing people want is
more forced work. People who
want to take advantage of what
(Please turn to page 88
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IAP should not be "spring training"
To the Editor:
Since Dean for Undergraduate
Education Margaret L. A. MacVicar '65 et al. are so concerned
about MIT students using their
during
time 'unproductively'
IAP ["MIT considers IAP changes," Oct. 20], I'd like to suggest
one possibility for giving us more
work to do.
As MacVicar points out, "rest
and relaxation really miss the
boat as to what IAP is all
about." I think that each department ought to offer its most
draining and demanding classes
during this interval, and make
registration mandatory. This
would serve as sort of a 'spring
training" for the upcomning term
and would insure that students
wouldn't be distracted by wasteful activities like reading or socializing and instead jump right
into an 18-hour workday.
With only three and a half
weeks to cover an entire semester's material, the pace would be
aggressive, but no doubt rewvarding. IAP would serve as a fantastic opportunity for professors to
eliminate the deadwood in their
classes as they put their students

to the ultimate test of their intellectual caliber and physical endurance - five all-nighters in a
row for three weeks on end.
This sort of thing would appeal
to those students with a masochistic streak, giving them a new
thrill as they plunged headlong
into an endless sequence of problem sets, tests, papers and final
projects coming one right after
another with machine-gun like
rapidity.
Lectures would probably have
to be cancelled in extrachallenging courses like Unified
Engineering (16.001) and. ntroductory Digital Systems Laboratory (6.111) so that students

.

would have enough time to do
the homework. Rest and relaxation - who needs it!
Such an ambitious program
would no doubt be criticized by
those weak of will and mind. No
wonder, because it's this sort of
riffraff who squander the Institute's precious resources lounging
around during IAP while they
should be hard at work. MacVicar was right to question MIT's
paying its January maintenance
bill - why don't we just let the
slackers freeze? Better yet, let's
just root them out of the Institute and make IAP a productive
time for everyone who's left.
Rick Osgood '89

L

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

For more information
about AIDS or other
AIDS-AWARE
activities, please call
the NIT Medical
Department's Health
Education Service at
25341316
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Students Interested in a Career in Accounting and Finance

classified

CHOOSE
WISELYJ

advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepai;d,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO) Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Sexually Transmitted Disease
Confidential testing and treatment
of STD's and AIDS. Also general
medical care, sports-medicine, birth
control, etc. Private office. Robert
Taylor M.D., 1755 Beacon Street,
Brookline 232-1459.

he Dun & Bradstreet
Corporation urges
you to take a good
look at the many
career options available to you after graduation. Making the
right choice, choosing the right company from thle start, can determine
how far and how rapidly you will ultimately progrress in your career.
Meet Vvith Dun & Bradstreet for
an on-caMpLus interview, and learn
how we can be that right company for
you. The onEe that complements you
professional Ily. And personally.
We'll t alk to you about our lead-ership positi(on in one of today's most
quickly growting industries--business
information Eservices. And, since we
are the leadEer in the industry, we have
the capabilit:ies to offer you a wide
variety of ca vreer opportunities you
might not finId in banking, brokerage
and accountting firms.
But mcost of all, we'll want to
learn aboutsyou, and find out if you
have what it takes to join our challenging Busines! sTraining Program.

Arlington Condo - Spectacular 2
bedroom contemporary unit in restored school building, 2 full baths,
European Kitchen, Parking near T,
$179,500. Also Bedford Duplex of
5/4; $218,500. Coidwell Banker,
R.E. 229-641 1.

OR

i

Michela's Take-out Shop seeks F/T
or P/T help. Perfect for students!
Flexible schedule. Fun! Fun! Fun!
Call Mimi 494-5419.
Part Time Help Needed. Excellent
Salary. Flexible Hours with School
Schedule. Best Positions Available
Now, Data Entry, Gallery Sales.
542-0030.

DEI--DEI--DEI--DEI
If you know what that means and
want to PARTY TONIGHT with others who do also, call Art x3-2190
or Stan 864-1902 for more information.

The Tech Subscription Rates: $14
one year 3rd class mail ($26 two
years); $36 one year 1st class mail
($67 two years); $40 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail.(2 years
$13). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.

Harvard-Epworth
Uanited Methodist
Chuarch

A flexible 18-month program
designed to give a select group of
high-potential college graduates,
interested in careers in accounting
and finance, a hands-on introduction
to Dun & Bradstreet and the industry
in which we compete.
As a BTP trainee you'll participate in a series of rotational assign-

ments in various areas of the company. While in the program you'll

gain early responsibility, high visibility
and a clear picture of the many possibilities available to you in a financial
career with Dun & Bradstreet.
So, when deciding on a company where you can begin your
career, choose wisely. Look to Dun &
Bradstreet.
We'll be interviewing on
campus on Friday, November 6th.
For more information, visit your
placement off ice.
SoMaxim~e

1@
J

Your Chokces.

TeDn & Bra~
Cosrporation

1555 Massachusetts Ave.
Opposite Cambridge Common

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Sunday Worship: 9 and 11 am
-
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EARN AN MBA

SO YOU WANT T

PRACTIC:AL ADVICE FOR PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS
A THREE-HOURt SEMINAR
Presented by Kathleen Gwynn
Director of Admissions, 1981-85
Stanford University's Graduate School of Business
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Robot Vision

$39.50
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in Program
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HONGKONG
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Your Coop Directors,

II
428 I

Taxes not included.
ALSO: international Stdewn
ID -Youth Hostel Passes and
EURAIL Passes issued on
the spot I
I Call for FREE CIEE
Student Travel Catalog
-1

ecSMN

$35.00

Because of the agreement by the two publishers, the M4.l.T. Press could
not supply the books to the M.IA.T Coop at the lower retail prices. The Coop
continues to work with both publishers to resolve the problem.
The price differentials were discussed with Coop management, and it
was agreed that the Coop would credit or refund the price differential to any
M/. IT student who purchased anv of the four books. Credit or refu-nd would've
made upon presentation of a sales receipt or other proof of purchase. Students
interested in obtaining credit or refund should do so at the Book Services Desk'
i
at the M.I.T. Coop at Kendali by October 31, 1987.
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Leaders of oppressed deserve prize
To the Editor:
Once again, columnist K .J.
Saeger has managed to insult several groups with one broad
stroke of his pen ["Peace prize
rewards useless effort," Oct. 20].
His remark about previous recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize
who "accomplished nothing,"
Bishop Desmond Tutu and Lech
Walesa in particular, was an affront to those of us who happen
to believe that it is worth struggling against oppression, no matter what the odds are.
Walesa, along with slain priest
Jerzy lPopieluszko, united the Polish people in their struggle
against their government. This
was no small accomplishment,
considering the myriad of factors
which weighed against them. But
I guess Saeger is right - after
all, Poland is still a satellite of
the Soviet Union, the people are
still lining up for hours in food

lines, and martial law can be imposed at any time. Not even a
glimmer of accomplishment,
right?
Wrong. After the banning of
Solidarity in December 1981, the
people struggling against the
communist regime did not just
say 'Well, it's been fun fighting
with you, see, you in the bread
line." The movement went underground, and the illegality of their
actions did not (and still doesn't)
even come into consideration as
they distribute 'anti-social" literature, such as texts' of Father
Popieluszko's homilies, almost illegible because the carbon paper
between the fourth and fifth
pages is clear from overextended
use and the keys on the ancient
typewriter just don't pack the
punch they used to. .
The people continue to struggle, and my aunt in Warsaw tells
me the momentum is gaining

Hlomeless take stand
against displacement
To the Editor:
"Tent city" was a protest held
by Cambridgeport residents
against the expansion of MIT
into community lands ["Simplex
protest seeks more housing,"
Oct. 201. The residents of Cambridgeport ended their protest activities on the morning of Sunday, Oct. 18.
After this, a group of homeless
people who call themselves 'the
council of the homeless" remained on the land in order to
take a stand against displacement
and for decent living conditions.
In particular, the goals that they
stated were the following:

prison for committing

This space donated by The Tech

-
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4crimes

against the state," and as soon as
she got out of prison she went
right back to her "subversive' activities. The thought of incarceration is even more meaningless to
her now, since she has experienced the suffering on both sides
of the cell wall and would gladly
return to prison rather than stop
fighting for what she knows is
right.
The spirit of oppressed people
cannot be broken under the tyranny of martial law, or apartheid,
or war; if Lech Walesa, who personified the Solidarity movement,
is not deserving of the Nobel
Peace Prize, then who is? Perhaps Ronald Reagan, for bringing his own special kind of peace
to the Persian Gulf,, or Nicaragua, or Grenada? I'm sure K.J.
would find that selection justified.
Alek Grabiniski '88

F

e To be given a share of the
land which MIT now occupies in
order to build and reconstruct
houses. Some houses are already
there.
o To get MIT students to use
their talents to actively combat
displacement of the homeless.
e To increase the general public awareness of the problems of
the homeless and to rally support
for action in the city government.
t To !emapower thellmselves.
They were eager to have sclidarity among themselves and with
other homeless people around the
city, and to draw upon their skills
and talents.
Ron Francis (3

I

slowly but surely She should
know - she spent six mionths in

.

OCTOBER 23 - 29, 1987
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AN ISRAEL UPDATE
Fnday, October 23

8:30
p.m.. Ashdown House Dining Room
With Israel Consul General Arthur Avnon

SCIENCE

With Dr. Ami Ben-Amotz of Israel's I.O.L.R.lnstitute

CAREERS &STUDY IN ISRAEL
Monday. October 26
4 00 p.m.. Room 8-119
Reception with Israeli foods

ISRAEL FAIR
Tuesday. October 27
I 100 p m. - 2:00 p.m., Lobby 7

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING

I

./
t

fares possible.

I,
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Investmient Banking
Opportunities at
First Boston

(2 12 ) 909-2641

CtIJI@NTRAVMEL
@

TFhe First Boston Corporation

phones attended 7 days a Meek

-

I

I

For further information and inquiries, please feel free to contact:
Lars C. Bespolka
Analyst

39 Johnl F. Kennedy St. (Harvard Sq.)
|all
868-2600

-

i/~~~~~or Intorrnaion call 253-2"Z T

~~PROGRAMS ARE SCHEDMULED AT MANY BOSTON-AREA
t7CAMPUSES. FOR MORE INFORMATION, C:ALL THE HILLEL

I
--

|Make your reservations and
pick up tickets at

L-

%

Interviewing schedule:
Friday, January 29, 1988
Office of Career Services

has its own computerized
|'cheap-fare search program."
C RIMSONis can official authorized agent
for all airlines and there Is NO EXTRA
CHARGE when you pick up your tickets
at CRIMSON I

nLss

~~~~5.30
p.m.. MIT Kosher Kitchen (Rm 50-007)
~~~~~$7
00, valdine or cash

Presentation/Reception:
Thursday, November 5, 1987
Room 8-105
7: 00 P.M.

ICRIMSON

a

ISfRAELI DINNER
Thursday, October 29

First Boston, a special bracket investment banking firm, headquartered in New York, will be recruiting for its financial analyst
program.l Positions are available in the Investment Banking,
Corporate Finance, Mergers and Acquisitions, Real Estate and
Mortgage Finance Departments. All Seniors are cordially invited
to attend a presentation and informal reception.

C3RIMSON Is the only agency in Harvard
Square with 3 major airlines' computers
Ion-premise.
American Airlines' SABRE, TWA's PARS &
IUnited's APOLLO reservations systems
assure you of up-to-the-minaute
availability and the lowest air

-

79

V

9

a

Sponsored by AI.T..
Hifilel, 312 Nemodial Dilve

ITiCANEL

UVANT THE
gLOIVEST AIRFiARE!

m--8e

9

%

11

Positvel,

L

~~~7-30
p.m., Lobby 13
~~~~Sponsored
by MIT Folk Dance Club

w0)
C
§

I

L

WHEN Absolutelg

I

2

Wednesday, October 28

IHELP KNO*CK( OUT
i BIRTH DEFECTS

A-

&TECHNOLOGY IN ISRAEL

Monday. October 26
3:00 p.m., Room 8-119
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Works of Haydn, Mozart,
Schubert, and Brahms.
Symphony Hall, October 18.
By DAVIN WONG
W

-JrATTS IS POWER.
From the opening phrase
of his recital of works by
Mozart, Schubert
and Brahms, Andr6 Watts grabbed the audience's attention. The pianist who began
his musical career playing Liszt's Piano
Concerto in E-flat with the New York Philharmonic under Leonard Bernstein at age
16, showed the Boston crowd that his

11111~~"~
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The Tech Performing Arts Series presents. ..
I

A)7j
!~~~~~~~~~~~F

I
I
Mostly Babch
I
"
Sinfonova is a chamber orchestra of extraordinary talent
and versatility. Their first concert of the season will include !I

SINFONO

0
a

V

A

In

C

·.

7s_
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; both Bach's concerto jor two vtoltns tm D minor,
BWV 1043 and the Conacerto irtwo keyboards iE C,
a BWV 1061. The beautiful Bachianas Brasileras No. 9 is '!
|

also on offer. Hear Sinfonova once and you'll want to go
to the whole season. Jordan Hall. October 31, 8pm.
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MIT pices: $13.50 tickets for $6; $8.50 tickets for $4.
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Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door.
Call x34885 for further information.
aI!l
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mThe Tech PerformingArts Series,
a service for the entire MIT '
ii
community, from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper, in
I

conjunction with the Technology Community
a
t
Association, MIT's student community service organization.
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forcing the musical punctuations. Watts
left the audience eager for more as he
walked off the stage.
Mozart's Sonata in F Alajor, K. 332 was
next in line for Watts' enlightened interpretation. The Allegro, - with a lively alberti bass - was gay and spritely. The
tuneful Adagio inspired peaceful reflection. The final, magical, Allegro drew
smiles from the audience. His technique,
sharp and assertive here, exemplified rare
energy and intensity.
Franz Schubert's Sonata in A minor,
Opus 143, D. 784 was third on the program. Beginning forcefully, yet elgantly,
Watts gradually created a furious whir!wind in the final Allegro vivace. The piano
was driven so intensly that he was later
compelled to wipe the perspiration from
the keys.
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DOGS IN SPACE
Directed by Richard Lowernstein.
At the Copley Place and
Harvard Square cinemas.
By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR
Nancy, British director Alex Cox
gave American audiences a beautiful and sad love story set during
the height of the British punk movement
in the late 1970s. That film worked so well
because its endearing romance complemented, reinforced, and played off the
chaotic anarchy of the punk movement depicted in the film.
This year, Australian director Richard
Lowenstein challenges American audiences
with Dogs In.Space, a film that picks up
where Sid & Nancy left offi Dogs In Space
grabs the "punkness" meter and turns the
knob all the way up. For 108 minutes, the
film immerses the viewer into the extreme
--
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FROM THE CREATORS OF 'A ROOM WITH A VIEW'

Schubert Sonata in A Opus 120, D. 664,
can have a soporific effect, but the rate at
which Watts pumped adrenalin prevented
anyone from snoozing offE His rendition
was enjoyable but, on the downside, certain spots lacked tenderness, and the pedal
decays would have been more pleasing had
they been held longer.
The final scheduled music, Brahms
Hungarian Dances, made for a happy affair. Dance 6, the Vivace, charmed everyone. No. 7, the Allegretto vivace, was
wonderfully comical. A serious and troubled atmosphere followed in No. 9, Allegro, then Watts concluded with a mysterious Allegro non assai.
Well-deserved standing ovations drew
three encores. The favorite was Liszt's
Carousel, which Watts executed with great
panache.

Dogs In Space needs no narrative
to produce re-creationof punk

AST YEAR, in his film Sid &
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youthful energy was, if anything, magnified at age 40.
He began with Haydn's Sonata no. 58 in
C, Hob. XVI/48. Its opening Andante con
espressione was serene. Slow and expressive, Watts soothed his instrument into responses of absolute grace. His fingers
alone appeared to move. Head poised over
his keyboard, Watts delivered each note
with care. Next, came a crisp, vibrant
Rondo. His mouth silently echoed the
themes that the hands played, feverously
singing in harmony with his piano. His
hands could be seen gliding off the keyboard at the end of certain phrases, as if
to help shape tonal textures.
Up and down snapped his head, rein-

ANDRE WATTS
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youthful energy & intensity magnified at age 40
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alienation felt by the survivors of the hippie and punk movements in 1979
Melbourne, Australia.
These rejects from the 60s and 70s congregate in a broken down two-story house,
take drugs, have sex, play hard driving 80s
music in various punk bands, and live life
only for the thrill and excitement of the
moment. Not once does Lowenstein soften
or sentimentalize the film in any way. The
uncompromising intensity of Dogs In
Space combines with its superb technical
virtuosity to produce a startling recreation of the Australian punk movement
in its heyday.
The strength of the film derives from
seeming weaknesses that would be the
death-knell of an ordinary film. This is
most readily apparent in the film's opening
sequence, which also encapsulates the rest
of the film. We see a group of disheveled
groupies camping overnight on a dirty sidestreet outside a stadium, waiting to buy
,(Please turn to page 11)
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Huntington Hall

Edgerton Hall

Kresge Auditorium

Rown 10-2 50)
President PaulE. Gray
Aloder/tor

Rfoom34-101
ChairmanDaridS. Saxonr
Alw/ei'atwr-loderator

W,',st Camp/tp
ProrostJohnM. Deutch

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

Buildings to Atoms:
Automated Precision
Manufacturing

An Historian's Perspective
on the Middle East

Chemistry: Molecules
That Matter

PhilipS. Khodury

AlexanderH. Sl!ocum
D.e )Dpart.;
nt ,/ Cz di Eny;r,, er/.n

AMark S. ,Y'righton

School of Humanities and
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3:00 PM
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Organizational Structure &
Artificial Intelligence

Biotechnology: The New
Frontier

City Marketplaces:
Dealmaking to Rebuild

Thomras W Malone
Sloan School/oj'Aianagement

DanielI.C. Wang

Downtown

Biotechnology Process
Engineertng Center

BertzardJ. Frieden
Department of Urban Stundies and
Planlning

4:00 PMI

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

The Superconductor
Revolution

Changing Patterns of
Research arnd Development

DatidA. Ruddman

in Japan

Education for a Nation's
Future: A New Agenda for

the MIT Undergraduate

Departmenttof Material Science and
Engiseering

D. Eleanor Westney

Program

Slean School of AManagerent

MargaretL.A. MacVicar
Deanfjr UndergraduateEducation
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AIT celebrates the beginning offthe five-year Camnipaignforthe
futulre utith a series of informalpresentationsBy thefaculty for the
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Alumni Conference.
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Shakespeare Ensemnbe - peeling away masks of sanity
HAMLET
The Shakespeare Ensemble at MIT
Directed by Kristin Linklater.
Kresge Little Theatre.
October 22-27, 8pm.
By JONATHAN RICHMOND
RISTIN LINKLATER'S PRODUCTION

Hamlet grows ever in intensisanity
to reveal the madness and darkbeneath. The final scene is breathtaks
-J~~~~~~~ness
I
_
,i J~~~~~ · H
~~~~~~~~~~
ing;. coordination could not be tighter; ac_
'"; g|
_ |tion'-flashes past as tension builds to
|
'9,~~~~~
1
'i~~ ~-~~~
larger-than-life proportions and the bodies
s~ ::.·~·~lzr~eni~rm;r
- --- -fall in their marked places on the
monument to depravity.
Most remarkable of several excellent
.~ ?-~
performances was that of Andrew Borth~
~ ~
'
~, ~ ~,,-'~~-:-~.~:
wick-Leslie '87, cast in the title role. In
u
_F |~~~b·~~
Hamlet's soul was concentrat1
-monologue
l-tsri 0
'%3_iw-~-- II1~~P~vlar~s
ed as a laser on the head of a pin. "Alas,
poor Yorick:" here we are exposed to
heartfelt regret and human compassion.
"To Be or Not to Be" - no cliches here,
but access to the brooding within.
expressions of madBorthwick-Leslie's
. irtueThe Tech
Julio Friedmann and Anne LaFlamme as King and Queen
:r.'
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CinemaScope-and stereo sound used to the fullest
(Continuedfrom page 10)
tickets for a David Bowie concert. A car
that looks and sounds like the V8 Interceptor from Mad Max pulls up and stops.
One of the guys in it jumps out and
shouts, "Oy! You! Over there!" We don't
know what is going to happen next. Will
they break into a fight? Are they going to
burn the stadium down? We don't know
what's going to happen in the next moment, and that's exactly the way it is for
the rest of the film.
There isn't any narrative or plot development because the loose disjointed lifestyle of the characters doesn't leave any
room for such conventional cinematic
techniques. Nor does the film have any
great acting; many roles are filled by non-

i

i

actors. The nominally main character is
played by the lead singer of the Australian
rock band INXS. Music from that particular band as well as Iggy Pop, Whirlybird,
Brian Eno, The Primitive Calculators, and
other bands comes through loudly and
clearly and often unintelligibly.
Paradoxically, the vehicle for depicting
the chaos surrounding the isolation of the
characters is the film's excellent use of widescreen photography and the most spectacular use of multi-track stereo sound
since Apocalypse Now. Images crowd all
sections of the entire screen while speech,
sound effects, and loud music bombard
the ear from all directions. The camera focusses on as many as three different conversations at once and often veers from in_. __
__
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

doors to outdoors and back again in one
continuous shot.
Dogs In Space utilizes the potential of
CinemaScope and stereophonic sound to
the fullest, perhaps more so than any other film since Robert Altman's early films.
Using these techniques, Lowensteirn has
captured and conveyed the very essence of
a separate time and place whose characters
reject the value and importance of society
and creative endeavors in a film that is itself a stunning example of the heights that
film makers can aspire to. Dogs in Space
heard - to believe
must be seen -and
that such film makers are still in existence.
For full effect, it is advised that you ensure
that the film is playing in a Dolby Stereo
equipped theater.
- ----

ness showed a man in blank distraction,
through which the articulation of purpose
still shone. His words were delivered with
magnetic flow, phrased to hinge upon each
passing nuance reason for yet one more
disturbing thought.
Also top notch was the Claudius of Julio Friedmann '88. What a loathsome
creep he made of him! How carefully was
his gait studied to convey the false confidence of a man wooed by a guilt he can
only hopelessly try to spurn. Claudius is
projected all in the foreground; there is no
depth to be seen below the cheap cardboard exterior. it is just as well for that
depth which Claudius has is best not seen.
In Friedmann's hands, its absence tells all.
With Anne La Flarmme '88 as Gertrude,
Queen of Denmark, we have a dialogue of
syrup, a pair of condemned puppets sojourning in the jester's court outside Hell
before being sucked down to their final
damnation.
Eric Ristad G's Laertes came to its fore
as the denouement approached. The expression on his face on hearing of his sister's death penetrated to the core. And yet
thoughtfulness was banished by lust for
revenge as we see Ristad's character easily
fall for the scheming of Claudius.
Ophelia was also shown at her most
powerful as her end approached. Andrea
McGimsey '87 endowed her with a tearful
tearing madness with none of the purpose
or control that dwell with Hamlet until the
end.
Bjoren Davis '89 made for a lively Polonius and several of the other minor parts
were nicely done too. A couple of the others could do with some improvement, it
might be noted, but it would be churlish
to point the finger when the production in
general has so much to recommend it.
Despite the vigor maintained for most
of the show, there were patches that lagged
mildly; but the subtle lighting and disembodied sound effects commanding subliminal control of the captive audience's psyche made it hard to resist the production's
essential message. Go for it!
--- ·- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WALK IN
STYLE WITH
CLAIBORNE
Q HOSIERY
Wi
5

hi I

SAVE 20%/ - 25%/
Enjoy comfortable fashion as
you walk in style with Liz
Claiborne hosiery. Choose
from many colors including
black, sable, alabaster, pale
taupe and mushroom. Buy six
or more pairs and save 25%.
Available in sizes 1, 2, and 3 in
the following styles.
20% 25%
SALE 6or i-Reg.

MR
I

Dress 4.00
sheer
Fitting 4.50
sheer
Fitting 5.00
sheer control top
All savings are based on
regular prices.
Sale ends 11/7/87

HARVARD SQUARE
Cambridge
M-Sat 9:20-5:45pm,
Thurs 'til 8:30

MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 Cambridge Center
M-Fri 9:1-7pm8,
'till 8:308
Tus'tl830Thurs.
Sat 9:1s5:45pm
Sat 9:15-5:45pm

COOPAT LONGWOOD
333 Longwood Ave.
M-Fri 9:15-7pm,

DOWNTOWN COOP
1 Federal St.
M-Fri 9:15-5:30pm

Sat 9:15-5:45pm
9:15:458:30pm
Sat

AT LONGWOOD' Behind Coop after 5pm and all day
PARK FREE IN HARARAR SQUARE' 1 hour Church St lot or 2 hours University Pi. or Charlas Sq. garages. PARK FOR $1
at Coop Cashier's desk.
*With $5 minimum Coop purchase: validate sales receipt Coop
Charge, MasterCard, Visa and American Express welcome.
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The Tecb Performing Arts Series presents...

OFE()
!i!Boston Camerata
s ORFEO
performs Monteverdi opera
~)K

role in this concert version
.. Jon Humphrey sings the title
i.'..:
of Monteverdi's Orfeo. Jordan Hall, October 23, 8pm.
MIT price: $5
:.:

ii!

AR%`JL
Raymond to sing...

MIrsMGloria

delicate Chinese classical music and ancient Chinese

.

R V
RIVEr-R.A

Mezzo-soprano Gloria Raymond will sing Mahler's 'A
Kindertotenliederwith the Pro Arte Chamber
Chilean guitarist Alejandro Rivera and "New Directions in
Orchestra, conducted by David Hoose.
Latin American Music" will perform original compositions
A world premiere by Steven Mackey is also
!:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e
by Rivera, as well as music from Argentina, Chile,
on the program, as is Haydn's Symphony No. 86.
Venezuela, Brazil, Peru, Ecuador and Puerto Rico.
Wonderful music; home-grown talent. Sanders Theatre.
Auditorium, MIT, November 1, 8p:
$6.
to
reduced
tickets
$12
price:
MIT
October 25, 3pm.
price (in advance only): $8.
.:

.:.
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folk dance. Symphony Hall, October 28, 8pm.
MIT price: $55

"~~~~·`" w
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PALACE

~CHINESE

The Chinese Children's Palace of Hangzhou is a group of
dancers, singers, musicians, and acrobats-making their
premiere US appearances. The performance weaves

:

EN!MIT

HALLO

i:

HA~LLOWVEE'ELN!
goes wild for this weird and

CC LLA CGE

Boston Musica Viva

This is going to be intriguing. .. Collage is presenting the
world premiere of "Cymberfine' after Shakespeare,

wonderful event. To incude H. K. Gruber's
Frankenstein complete with mouth sirens, car horns,

:::

featuring Jack Larson (who played Jimmy Olson in the
merry-go-round, Henry Brant's Homage to thde Marx
original Superman series) as narrator, with tenor
Brothers, Donald Erb's The Devil's Quickstep and
~.":"
David Gordon. Shakespeare with a difference
Kurt Schwetsik's Draculas Haus - und Hofmusik.
"
in Sanders Theatre. November 2, 8pm. MIT pice: $4.
have been warned.
.. >You
. Jordan Hall, October 30, 7:30pm. MIT price: $5
Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association, W20-450 in the Student Center.
Office hours posted on the door. Call
x34885
~~~~~~~~~~~ for further information.
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The Tech PerformingArts Series, a service for the entire MIT community, from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper,
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that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily
might take years of apprenticeship back home,

Mzospelrience
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[
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COMEDY!
~
FUN!
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volunteers find the career growth they're looking for

and
world.enjoy a unique experience in the developing
International firms and government agencies

Theton Cloabe

TheBoston Globevalue the skills and knowledge mastered during
Peace Corps service.
||

Tuesday, November 3-

WHITE Piess
CINEMA mAwaaww MICHAEL
NEW LINE
RICHsmta
RONALD ALILEN SAIDRA DORE.
AN IRON fIS flLMl- [Al THE
lEMMY. AINAHPEIIAY. NOSHERPOWELLfI IARICHMoNDaidRONIARR
JIMMYFAGG6.

*Information Booth in the Student
Center Lobby 13 2nd floor from

10-2:00 p.m.
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Tuesday, November 10-
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Interviews from 9-4:30 p.m. i
the Office of Career Services
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AN AMERICAN PREMIERE!
STARTS TODAY

*Film and Information Session
in Rm. 8-205
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presented by the
Shakespeare Ensemble at aIT
directed by Kristin Linklater

v

i

October 22-27, 1987
Kresge Little Theatre 8pm
tickets: $6 and $4
information:253-2903
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Contact Lenses
Eye Exams
Dsigner Frames
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Oawyl MOSSY Cd.

Mark D. Virtue/The Tech

Andrew Borthwick-Leslie '87 as Hamlet
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205 Harvard Avenue
IBAllston, MA 02134
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CAREER SEMINAR
&1

$ 20 -

MICHAEL HI. AIBRAMSKY,'83

4:00 p.m.
Room 4-163
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on contact lens fittirng and service policy
this ad)
or glmasses with exam. (WONith

Senior Product Manager,
Baxter Healthcare Corporation

j

at Commonwealth Ave,

23.02t2s
Eve. & St. Hours

;"EngineeringOpportunities
in the Health Care Industry:
Product Design, Manufacturing,
Marketing, and Delivery"

Monday
October26
1987

On the MBTA Green Line
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That's in
addition to paying for your tuition, required ooks and fees.
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
And here is how it works!
If you're selected for a Physician's Scholarship-from the Army, Navy, or Air
Force-you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserves.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity of
patents and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.
For more information, send in this coupon. There is no obligation.
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Add~e~Tell me how the Amed Forces Health Professions Scholarsip.Program-

, can help pay my medical school expenses. I understand there is no obligation.
Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box 2865
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StationN Y 11746-2102
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Enrollment in Course
(Continued from page IJ
Over 10 percent of sophomores
not science or engineering majors
One hundred and nine sophomores, or about a tenth of the
Class of 1990, have decided to
major outside of engineering and
science.
The shifting enrollment pattern
is "what we set out to do," commented Director of Admissions
Michael C. Behnke, adding that
the trend is likely to continue.
Public relations has been responsible for much of the
change, because it has increased
the applicant pool and altered
M<IT's image as a purely technical
institution, Behnke explained.
The number of applicants to
M1T rose by 19 percent last year.
Behnke said that MIT faculty
members have been informing

him anecdotally of changes in
student interests.
The results of the fifth-week
count confirm that those changes
are being materialized by the major that the student chooses.
Behnke recently met with the
political science faculty to discuss
what they saw as a rapid rise in
undergraduate interest in political
science, a department traditionally predominated by graduate students. The number of sophomores declaring Course XVII
jumped from three for the past
two years to eight this year.
The political science faculty
members were anxious to learn
how they could serve the increasing number of undergraduate
majors, Benhke said.
Stolzenbach, who this fall replaced Kenneth R. Manning as
CUAFA chairman, felt the

fallsr to
I

changes are the result of students
being more aware of their options. Decreasing enrollment in
Course VI was a specific goal of
CUAFA because the resources of
the department could not meet
student demands, But he emnphasized that there is no set policy
intended to shift students from
one field to another.
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EECS majors in each class, said
the number next year would be
closer to 260.
But the admissions committee
does not let applicants' proposed
majors influence individual admissions decisions, Behnke
insisted.
Behnke added that the actual
selection procedure has had little
to do with the changes in departrnent enrollments. Rather, MIT's
F
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increased visibility as an allaround university has helped reshape the applicant pool.
Between 1984 and 1985 MIT
instituted degree options related
to electrical engineering and computer science in the departments
of physics and mathematics. The
Institute also promoted programs
in -the Sloan School of Management and the departments of
brain and cognitive science and
material sciences and engineering.
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Be a Peace Corps
volunteer

This is the official fifth-week count of declared sophomore majors provided by the Registrar's Office. Numbers in italics after the slash are the
numbers of sophomores in the department or school last year. There are a total of 1037 sophomores this year: there were 1113 last year.
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By Ben Z. Stanger
The Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial
Aid was forced to monitor enrollment in the department of electrical engineering and computer science when demand had seriously surpassed departmental resources in 1984. But this was
one of the most specific duties that CUAFA has ever been given,
according to Keith Stolzenbach, the new chairman of the
committee.
CUAFA is responsible for more general policyrnaking, said
Stolzenbach, who is an associate professor of civil engineering.
This year, the committee is going to "look beyond the numbers"
to get a feeling about the impact of the admissions priorities
which CUAFA had set. In the past, the committee had looked
predominantly at students' MIlT grades to get an idea of the
effectiveness of admissions policies. This year, CUAFA is interviewing faculty and deans to get a more personal appraisal of
the kind of students that have been admitted and the experience
they are having, Stolzenbach said.
He added that CUAFA will also try to have some input in
setting next year's self-help level based on its experience with the
impact of financial aid obligations on the quality of life. The
decision is ordinarily made by the President and the Academic
Council.

The decrease in sophomores
choosing majors in the School of
Engineering from 735 last year to
638 this year has not caused overcrowding in any other department, Stolzenbach assured. The
total number of students in the
class is lower, and those who decided not to major in EECS are
reasonably spread out among the
other departments, he said.

Breakdown of sophomore majors

A-l

(CWAFA: Past and future

No departments burdened
by influx of new majors

School of Science (23112478
Biology (71/801
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SUBJECTS WANTED
Research subjects needed
for investigation of
Respiratory Sensations.
You can earn $150.00 by
participating in our study.
Please call the
pulmonary department at
the Beth Israel Hospital
(Peggy Simon, Mf.D.) at
735-4020
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ELECTRICAL

I

ENGINIEERS
WANTED
Part-time

and

full-time

postions available at small
R&D

company

Sq., Cambridge.
MBTA.

design

and

based)

Porter

Close to

Positions involve

hardware
TTL

in

(both

microprocessor

from

prototyping,

testing, PCB design,¢
through manufacturing.
Some assembly language
programming with various
processors
helpful.
Salaries commensurate
with experience. Good
opportunity for hands-on
"real world" experience.
U.S. citizenlship reqruired.

W
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Write or call

I

TEK Microsystems, Inc.
2067 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02140.
(617) 497-1200
.
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C Ps, NMIT -stillat odds over contract
By Wayne W. Wu

Normally, on the 5-2, an officer
works 5 days a week. Prior to the
changeover, the officer will work
Monday through Friday. On the

(Second of two parts)-

Disagreement over work schedules has been a major obstacle
towards a settlement in contract
talks between the Campus Police
Association and MIT, according
to James J. Fandel, MIT labor
relations manager.
One major proposal made by
the CSP union causing much conltroversy is the 4-2 work schedule.
Under this work schedule, an officer whould work 81/2 hour shifts
four times a week and receive
two days off.
With this schedule, if the officer works Monday th}rough
Thursday, he would have Friday
and Saturday off. The next week,
his work days would be Sunday
through Wednesday with Thursday and Friday off This would
cycle until in seven weeks time,
he--would have Friday and Saturday as his days off again.
Currently CPs operate on a 5-2
schedule where patrolmen work
eight-hour shifts five times a
week with two days off each
week. Paull Conway, president of
the Association, maintains that.
this schedule exerts extra stress
on the job.
Fandel indicated that the 4-2
schedule is unfeasible since it is
very expensive. He noted that
several years back it would have
cost MIT $150,000 to implement
such a schedule, though he did
not know the current cost.
With the 4-2 plan-, officers
would accumulate 17 extra days
off -each year and MIT would get
nothing in return, Fandel said.
He added that 'the plan did not
meet our secu'rity needs," since to
cover the 17 days, MIT would
have to hire three new officers..

week of the changeover, he will
be forced to work Monday
through Saturday totalling six
days for that week. In the proposal, the union sought to have
the sixth day off, Conway said.
According to Conway, the
modified forward 5-2 schedule
would amount to four extra days
off

for each officer at a cost of

$16,000 per year. Under the reverse 5-2 schedule, Conway maintained that it would cost MIT
$8,000 per year for the two extra
days off the officer would receive.
The plan would have cost the
administration "the price of a
second hand car to settle the contract," Conway said. "They
turned us down."
Fandel explained that the proposal was turned down because it
required an unacceptable eight
thousand dollar increase in police
salaries.
On Sept. 28, both parties met
again, though no issues were resolved. Currently, both sides h ave
ceased meeting as negotiations
have reached an impasse.

aspects must be considered in determining promotion and that seniority alone is not a determining
factor.
"Every other department has a
modern promotional system,
which includes definitive ways to
determine a candidate's qualifications for promotion," Conway
said. He added that MIT's promotional system is based on
word of mouth.
There were allegations during
the summer by Patrolman Ted
Lewis of discrimination and racism in the promotional system.
Fandel emphasized that the.allegations 'have no credibility."
Dickson commented that if
there were any overt problems in
the promotional system such as
unfairness or discrimination, action would 'have been taken to
change the system.
Conway said that both cases
will go before arbitration on Oct.
27. The action will be mediated
by the American Arbitration
Association.
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THE CHURCH Of THE ADVENT
(Episcopal)
30 Brf miner St. , Boston
523-2377
An hi6t-c-,c Angtican parih Rat the 6aot a6 Beacon hiUe

The Rev'd Andrew C. Mead, Rcctom
Sunday
8:00 a m. Said Mass
aem.
Sung Mass
li:00 a.m. Solemn Mass
9:00

Coffee hours follow
all Masses.
Adult Education courses on Scripture,
Christian Doctrine, Dante are offered
on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. and
Saturdays 10:30 a.m. begnning Oct. 10.
Dai ly
7:30 aim.
6:00 p.rr

Mass
Mass (Mondays and Wednesdays
only)

9:00 a,.m.

Mass

Saturday

I . ,
I
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EOUAL OPPOIRTUNITY.
SAFETY.

i

--

STUDENT AFFAIRS
IAP POLICY.

Seniority, discrimination
in promotion system

If you are a Graduate Student concerned about any of the above
issues, you may be able to serve on institute committees that address
these issues.

There have been allegations by
officers on the ineffectiveniess of
the current promotion policy.
"It's antiquated by 20 years," explained Conway.Uander the current promotional
system, Campus Police Chief
James Olivieri determines promotions based -on recommendations
from his staff. Conway added,
that often, "more qualified people get passed up."
Senior Vice President William
R. Dickson '56, however, emphasized that the system was fair -and
that "Olivieri has served the institution inl a remrarkable way." .
"Various factors need to be

Conway maintained that the d_
2 work schedulle could be implemented without an increase in
mnanpow~er-or cost and that each
officer would still average- a 40hour week as they do under the
5-2. He believed the 5-2 is an antiquated system and indicated
that many other police departments, such as the one at Bentley
College, have switched to the 4-2.
Michael J. Parr, assistant manager of labor relations at MIT,
noted that originally the 5-2
"schedule was proposed by the
Association somne 10 years ago"

considered when looking

at

modify the schedule.
Fandel affirmezd that the adrninistration has made its position on the 4-2 schedule clear and
that he hoped the police unio)n
would not continue to press the,
unacceptable proposal.

committees.

Openings exist on thefollowing committees -(number indicates how
many seats on the committee are available-to graduate students):
Libraries(1)
Student Affairs (1)
Equal Opportunity (2)
TAP Policy (2) -Pre-Law Advisory Council (1) Radiation Protection (1)
Safety (1)
Women's Advisorv Board (2)
International Institute Commitments (1)
Use of Humans as Experimantal Subjects (1)
Community Service Fund Board (1)
Medical Consumers' Advisory Council (2)

the

qualifications of a -candidate,"
Dickson said. However he did
not know the specific procedures
the police department uses in
considering promotions.,
Chief Olivieri declined to) commlent on the matter.
Patrol Officers Brent Nelson
and Joe Fratto have each filed
grievances over the administration's-promotional policy claiming that they were passed over by
less qualified candidates who
lacked seniority.
Dickson reiterated that various

and now the union seeks to

Contact Anne St. Onge, x3-2195 at-the Graduate Student
Council (GSC) office to apply for these and other institute

I

Hearings will be held on Monday, November 2, 1987 beginning at
2:30 p.m. Please call for an application, appointment, or other
information..
a
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---
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Other settlements discussed
On June 22, Fandel had proposed to the union a reverse
schedule. This plan calls for an
adjustment to the 5-2 work
schedule where officers would
shift their days off backward,
rather than 'forward as is done
under the current schedule.

For

instance,

an

DM
I

I$,

::::"lr=31F--

officer who

has Saturday and Sunday off will
shift back one day and have Friday and Saturday o~ff. This would
time, the officer would have Saturday and Sunday off again.
Conway and the Association.
however, turned down the reverse
schedule proposal.
The Campus Police Association presented a proposal to
MIT on Sept. 15 for a new work
schedule which Conway believed
could have settled a contract at a
reasonable cost. The proposal
was rejected by MIT as too expensive, Fandel said.
Conway had proposed a modification to the-current 5-2 schedule that would wvork in the foilowing way:
Currently if an officer's days
off fall on Saturday and Sundaky
after two -months, he will shift to
'having Sunday and N16nday off.
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kicks oIff fund drive

M IT officilly
(Continuedfrom page 1)
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done in the 15 years since it was
founded.
The character of this country
depends on economic growth that
is built primarily on technology,
said Solow, who won the Nobel
prize for his studies of growth
driven by technology. At a time
when the productivity growth in
the United States-has slowed

___

down dramatically since the beginning of the 1970's, "it would
be the height of shortsightedness
to choke off-the activity that will
.nourish economic growth in the
future," he concluded.
But,* he added, "if economic
forecasting were any good, we
would not be starting this campaign this week."

Do you like talking on the phone?
Winning -prizes?
l~B\Eating pizza?
A
Bring your friends,

__

I_

come to the Bush

Room (10-105) to
call Alumni and I
Alumnae at

"ITURKEY: The West's
Bridge to the MUliddle East"
Professor of Political Science
-Distinguished
and Sociology, City University of New York
- Author of Turkey: America's Forgotten Ally;
Oil and Turmoil

THE STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID
TELETHON

Tues., Oct. 27
4:30 p.m.
E51-332 (Schell Rm.)

MONDAY, TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 26-28
6-10 P.M.

by

Dankwart Rustow

Sarath KrishnaswamylThe Tech

MIT Corporation Chairman
David S. Saxon '41 at the
banquet celebrating the beginning of the fund drive.

I
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announce the largest fundraising
drive in MIT history, and one of
the largest ever for any educational institution," President
Paul E. Gray '54 acknowledged.
But notwithstanding the stock
market, "this has been a very exciting two weeks," he said, mentioning the rollout of the Daedalus hulman-powered aircraft, the
debut of a TV series hosted by
Institute Professor Philip Morrison, and two Nobel prizes.
MIT's latest Nobel laureatesProfessor of Biology Susumu
Tonegawa, winner for physiology
or medicine, and Institute Professor Robert M. Solow, winner for
economic science - spoke later
in the press conference.
The $550 million campaign
centers on support for faculty
and students, "the foundations
of MIT,' Gray said. It will make
possible research initiatives in important areas - like materials,
biotechnology, manufacturing,
and brain_,science, he explained,
and it will support the reform of
undergraduate education to include the social contexts of science and technology. [See "Facultv hear fund drive goals.'l
Today, 30 years after Sputnik,
science faces "skepticism over
whether technological advances
can be used in a socially and environmentally responsible manner," Gray observed, and MIT
must , respond with a "sciencebased liberal education" to lead
the way-for other schools.
The Institute's goal must be to
produce "not only technological
leaders but leaders of society,"
Provost John M. Deutch '61
agreed. "No goal of the campaign is more important than our
effort to devote new resources to
undergraduate education."
MIT also needs endowed funds
for creative new research in a
time when the federal government and other sponsors are supporting fewer and narrower projects, Deutch added. Similarly,
endowed dollars must replace
federal student aid, which has declined by 14 percent in constant
dollars since 1980, according to
Strehle.
"No institution ... has been
more successful" than MIT at
producing the research and capa;
ble graduates that are needed for
technological progress, said Ray
Stata '57, president of the Alumni Association. "There's not a
better investment in America today than MIT and other research
universities."
Tonegawa stressed the importance of basic scientific research
to technological progress, citing
the biotechnology industry that
has arisen from recombinant
DNA techniques. These techniques were invented not by industrial entrepreneurs but by scientists curious about the behavior
of DNA, he said. A private company sponsors the Basel Institute
of Immunology, where basic science leading to three Nobel prizes
(including Tonegawa's) has been

(open to public)

Sponsored by:

Contact Barbara Peterson at 3-8200 or come by
10-140 to sign up or get more information.

Bustani Middle East Seminar,
Center for International Studies, M.I.T.
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Economist Solow vins Nobel
(Continued from page 1)
teacher ... he is in some ways
the consummate economist,"
Eckaus added.
"His work has led the profession in the most important new
directions," agreed Professor of
Economics Rudiger W. Dornbusch.

pened in a fit of inattention," he
said.
The fiscal policies of the Reagan years have done a lot of
damage to the economy, Solow
argued.
The United States has been diverting its resources toward consumption and away from investment in research, education, and
"Atn hMIT product"
equipment. By reducing spending
Solow described his initial re- on improvements to technology,
action to the news of his victory the country has hindered its
as 50-50 between pleasure. and ability to grow.
This trend must be reversed,
bewilderment. "The pleasure is
said. He argued that the
Solow
added.
he
growing,"
federal deficit should be reduced
The 63-year-old Harvardtrained economist came to MIT and that monetary policy should
in 1949. 'I've spent my whole be loosened, reducing the interest
professional life at MIT ... the rate and spurring investment.
Solow believed that taxes are a
only other full-time job I ever
necessary ingredient in reducing
had was as a sergeant," he said.
"You have before you an MIT the federal deficit. "The Congress
product. You're visiting my has the feeling that, in good conhome," he told the crowd of science, it has pared away as
much as it can" from the nonreporters.
Solow joined the faculty as an defense part of the budget, he
assistant professor of statistics. said.
Solow saw a number of obstaHe became an associate professor
in 1954, a professor in 1957, and cles preventing the government
from pursuing his policys: the
an Institute professor in 1973.
of Walter F. Mondale's
memory
The fact that an university cenin part by his
caused
defeat,
engiand
science
around
tered
neering should have an econom- pledge to raise taxes; the fact it is
ics faculty that includes three hard to manage a fiscal contracNobel laureates should not come tion without causing a recession;
as a surprise, according to Eck- and tie President.
"I want the President to drop
aus. MIT heas led the field for
this nonsense about how we are
more than twenty years, he said.
"MIT has always bee n an eco- only going to have a tax increase
nomics school -that's what at- over his dead body," Solow said.
But he admitted that some of
tracts the engineers," Dornbusch
his proposals would cause sufferjoked.
traced the ing: "They are not going to make
Friedlaender
life happy for us in the next few
strength of the MIT economics
department to individuals like years."
"This award comes at a great
Solow and his longtime research
time," said Christina D. Romer
partner, Samuelson.
PhD '86, one of Solow's former
"We had the foresight to offer
Paul Samuelson a job . .. Paul students now at Princeton. Sothen acted as a magnet to attract low's views about the positive
role the government can play are
[other top-rated economists],"
Friedlaender explained. Samuel- valid and should be heard, she
son joined the MIT faculty in the- said.
MIT economists - led by Solate 1940s.
Since then, the department has low - have argued that monebeen dominated by economists of tary and fiscal policy both should
the generation of Solow, Samuel- be used to regulate the economy,
Friedlaender said. The non-interson, and others -- especially
ventionist ideas of rational expecModiglianli.
Friedlaender credited Solow tations, monetarism, and supplywith helping to introduce a new
generation of economists to MIT
and to the field generally. Solow
served as a mentor for many of
today's economists, including
Friedlaender who had him as an
early teacher.
Solow is a role model for all of
us, Lester C. Thurow, dean of
the Sloan School of Management, told the press conference.

;
.

side economics are just "fads,"
she said.
Solow refused to speculate on
why the stock market fell by 508
points on Monday, but did remark that the market was overvalued to begin with. "If there is
nothing holding it up, there's
nothing to keep it from falling,"
he said.
Solow is particularly noted by
colleagues and students for his
sense of humor.
"He's the wittiest man in our
department. Anyone who has
had him in lecture will always live
in envy [of his ability to be
funny]," Dornbusch said.
I

I
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Rugs

9' x 12'

Starting at $79.95
Top Quality Remnants and Room-Size
Rugs at Low, Low Prices
Wide Selectiorn o Convrnient Location
Cambridge Rug Co.
1157 Cambridge St.
Inman Square Area
3540740
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Bi-ingual? Interested in learning about career
opportunities in Japan?

Shushoku Johs, the employment journal of
Japan, provides information on oneppounities
with prestigious Japanese and foreign capital
companies- operasing in Japan.
To seseive the latest news in career opportunities in Jaaan, free of charge, please dial
(800) 423-3387 in California; (800) 325 9759
outside Califomnia.
A service o Recruit UJ.S.A., Inc.
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A victory for Keynesianism
"I think that it gives the
Keynesian view of the economy a
new engine," Dornbusch said of
Solow's victory.
Solow, who served as an advisor to the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations, has been a
leader in the Keynesian school
which argues that fiscal and monetary policy are effective tools in
regulating the economy.
That view has come under
heavy attack since Kennedy's
New Frontier and Johnlson's
Great Society by such economists
as University of Chicago Profess
sor Milton Friedman and James
Buchanan, professor at George
Mason University and last year's
Nobel winner. They argue that
the government should not intervene in markets. The Reagan Administration has been heavily influence'd by this group of
economists.
Solow has been a harsh critic
of the Reagan Administration.
"The best thing you can say
about Reaganomics is that it hap__

AND NOW FOR THE CATClH
Today's catch is Boston Schrod. Tomorrow it could be
Atlantic scallops or jumbo shrimp. The duckling in
raspberry sauce is also quite a catch. Or how does a hearty
deli sandwich with something from the bar sound? Well,
no matter what you choose, it'll be served the original
S&S way. Fresh. Delicious. And plenty of it.So come to
the S&S and catch up on the good times.
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Restaurmt
AGreat Find Since 1919.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00am-12:00pm, Sun. 8:00am-12:00pm. Inman Square, 1334 Cambridge St., Cambridge, 3540777.
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Stop fooling around. It's time to get hardcore about software. With
Microsoft.
We'll give you all the resources you want. Tens of millions in R&D
funding. Along with one of the most elementary tools for thinking- a door,
which leads to your own private office. All backed by management that truly
does speak your language, because they probably helped write it.
We're serious about software design. If you are too, then sign up for an
on-campus interview.

Software Design Engineers
We're working on everything from compilers, operating systems, and networking to sophisticated graphics, powerful productivity software, and more.
In fact we're working on some truly visionary ideas we can't even reveal yet.
You could be too, if you have programming experience and a background
that includes micro's, "C", 8086, UNIX*/XENIX" . or MS-DOS@.

PrTogram Managers
Instant responsibility. You select the features, you shape the product, you
design the user interface for new generations of software, Guide product
development from programmlinlg through documentation and testing. Keep

your product at the forefront of technology by knowing your competition and
product trends.
There are opportunities to work with out teams in applications, systems,
lansguages, or

science, math

ClD-RlOM. If you're about to graduate with a B.S. in computer
or a related major, we want to talk to you.

-Microsoft offers you an opportunity to live and workd where the quality
of life is high and the-cost of living is low -- the beautiful

Pacific Northwest. Along with amenities such as a health
club membership, workout facilities and parcourse, a

Begin by attending our on-campuis |
interviews on Thursday, November 5._1l
Contact your Career Placement Office to
sign up. We are an equal opportunity l l

e1

-

,;c1987. Mictrosoft Corporation
'UNIX Is a trademark of ATl &T Bell Laboraltories.
XENIX and MS-DOS are trademarksof .Nlirosoft Copopraltlon.
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CwUP to examine Bnstitute science reauirements

(Continuedfrom page I)
full participation in this program
did I become a convert to the
idea," Friedlaender said.
"One might question how can
you justify creating a doctoral
program for four students each
year," said Kenneth Kenistron,
professor of STS. He added,
though, that competing programs
at Harvard University and the
University of Pennsylvania accept
a similar number of students
each year.
According to Perkins, establishment of doctoral programs
where no prior departamental
PhD program existed is quite
rare at MIT. 'In the four years
that I've been dean, no such pro-

I
I

(Continuedfrom page 1)
thesis have changed over the
years, said Smith. Fields have become more involved and students
have been doing more extensive
theses, he added.
Before choosing a thesis topic,
students often look at past theses, Russ explained. Students
want to do a thesis that is either
comparable to the ones they have
seen or even better.
'No one wants to be the first
person to get by with a less extensive thesis," Russ said.
"There's a view of more being
better,"' Gallager agreed. The
committee's most important reconmmendation is to try to change
the perception of the faculty and
students about the complexity of
the thesis.
Perceptions must change because the length of the thesis cannot be legislated; the thesis is a
"very personal thing" between
the student and his advisor, Gallager said.
The thesis work should consist
of "doing the best job you can within a limited amount of time,"
Gallager asserted.
Two types of SM students
There are two groups of SAM
students - those who plan to go
into industry after completing the
degree and those who plan to
pursue a doctoral degree, Smith
-

g

Faculty updated on
undergraduate education
Dean for Undergraduate Education Margaret L.A. MacVicar
'65 presented conclusions that

----M
Program would be to further re- er of the homeless demonstrators
view the science, math and labo- at the MIT-owned Simplex site.
ratory requirement. A second, After making an impassioned
though equal, priority would be plea to the faculty and stating, "I
to examine the freshman year want to make my point, and I am
and determine whether it is prepared to be arrested," he volachieving its academic goals, untarily left the room under the
MacVicar said.
escort of Associate Provost SamAll these goals need to be ac- uel J. Keyser.
complished if MIT is to preserve
"There was no need to use
its policy of a general education
force or to arrest the man,"
and, above all, have personal ful- Keyser said afterwards. "All I did
fillment as the main goal of its was to walk him by the arm, and
education, MacVicar said.
to hear him out."
Keyser pointed out that this
Demonstrator disrupts meeting
was the first time ever that such a
The faculty meeting was dis- disruption of a faculty meeting
rupted by Carlos Gonzalez, lead- had occurred.

the Science Education Committee
reached in its report in September. According to MacVicar, the
committee found that the current
commitment to mathematics and
physics is satisfactory.
But the report cited serious
problems with the science distribution requirement, MacVicar
said. It proposed to cut the current number of distribution subjects from 70 to 15. Finally, the
report concluded that there
should be a life sciences requirement. The report made no mention as to how this would be administered.
MacVicar announced that the
main goals this year of the Committee on the Undergraduate

Ta

in EECS takes too long

Mviastlers

I

posal has come forward," he
said. Hte added that establishmnent of interdepartamental doctoral programs occurs much
more frequently.
Professor of Anthropology and
Archaeology James Howe remarked how a former faculty
member in the STS program left
because he had no PhD students
to teach. "Some of us have been
waiting for 15 years for this opportunity to teach doctoral students," Howe said.

_-
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said. "The current system is not
optimal, for either group," said
Bror Saxberg G. member of the
Department Committee on Graduate Students.
Saxberg, currently a PhD candidate, believes that completion
of an SM thesis is an excessive requirement for admission to the
doctoral program. He observed
that doing a "great" SMt thesis is
so exhausting that students need
a year to recover before starting
the PhD program.
"There should be a less expensive, more efficient way to determine whether a person is capable
of PhD work," Saxberg said.
Students planning to leave with
an SM degree are inconvenienced
by the current system, Smith
said. H~e believed that students
going into industry should not
have to spend significantly more
than one year for the entire degree.
Arn SM degree is more of a
professional, rather than a research-oriented degree for those
students not pursuing PhDs, Gallager said. It should not be necessary to spend so much time on
thesis research, he continued.
People seem to believe that
original research is a requirement
for a SM thesis, Gallager said.
The scope of a thesis is actually
much wider. It can include study
or research that-is not brand new,
-I
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design of a device, or a critical
literature survey, he explained.
The department is moving
slowly in implementing the recommendations to shorten the SM
program because 'the graduate
program in Course VI is highly
regarded; the system seems to be
working," Smith said. People are
reluctant to change parts of the
program which might affect the
whole, he added.
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Refreshments Served
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Tuesday,
Kresge

November

3,

8:00

Auditorium,

P.M.

F

MIT

Tickets: $1.00 with student ID
$3.00 with MIT community ID

Careers a Generation ahead.

$5.00 general admission

Available from MIT Htllel, 312 Memorial Dr., Cambridgc MA 02139 OR at the door
Sponsored by MIT Hillil and Dept. of Physi'cs
Fo; additional information, call 253-2982
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Men's Cross Country
loses first meet since

oct. 1983 ..........

Ke zrsC

MIT's men's cross country

team lost its first meet since October 22, 1983 last weekend when

it dropped a 38-22 decision to Di

I, University of Rhode Is-A
Briefer of.
land. Senior Anton
covered the five
vision

Milford, N J,
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mile course in 26:33 to place sec-C
loss

ond in the meet. MIT's last
in a dual or triangular meet was
to Williams College. The streak
had covered 25 wins,.:'

Men's Sailing finishes
second in Sloop

Championships

MIT men's sailing team finished second in the New England
Sloop Championships last week-L
end held at the Coast Guard
Academy, The team also finished
eighth in the Boston University]
Invitational, The top nine rated
teams in the country, as well as
I1I of the top 20 were represented
in the regatta. Before the race
MIT was not ranked nationally.
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W. Lambregts/The Tech
~ ~~~~~~~~~~Lisette
Sofia Merida '88 takes the ball past a Brandeis player
during yesterday's game. MIT lost, 3-0.
....

140 RIVER STREET - CAMBRIDGE 547-2455

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10:00-6:00

MIND BENDER (LT)
~

Will the 20th century be known by our
descendents as the dark age of science?
Many, many generations will be endangered by and blame us for' the highly rarioactive residues fro our nuclear power
plants and weapons. In a few generations'
the USA will no longer have to worry"
about go'ing to war to get more than our
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Place 2 CBs by the side of the road and a
mile apart. One CB is on a car at
55 mph between the other 2. The CB behind 55 mph car gets a lower f than moving car transmits while at the same time
the car ahead is receiving a higher f.
These 3 fs from I prove c'= c + or-v.
All science students somehow seem to
learn if they see no motion no energy is
required or used. This misleading con.,
cept was first proved wrong in 1820 when
Oersted could only keep a compass nee--''.':',':¥
die pointing E with no motion by run-!
ning a steady current or energy through?.;':-:".::-:-"
a conductor running N and S. Oersted's
discovery is the basis for electric motors
and generators. As taught W==s has
been very misleading.
A simple thought-experiment indicates
we should immediately correct the above
A (sc)
errors and oversights.
superconductor levitates a magnet.
Someday it may be a room temperature
sc. If we take a current from the sc will
the magnet hover lower? If we stop taking current from the sc will the magnet
float back up to its original hovering
point? Do we have a non polluting gravity driven electric generator with no rubbing parts? This indicates a levitated
train with scs on board and opposite in
the tracks only requires a tiny starting
current to levitate the train. When the
train is not moving it can be used as a
generator. (Patent Pending.) For a copy
, of patent 4,567,407 to--harness s with
standard electric components and no
~~~~
,,
~~~~brushes send $2 (and a #10 SASE with
,
stamp on it) to John W. Ecklin,
^22¢
|6143K Edsall Rd., Alexandria, VA 304.
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the same crystal controlled (f) frequency,
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-shareof Iranian oil1, the World's trees and
!akes will no longer be dying off while·
smog, loss of ozone and worries about;:_']::':::1
the greenhouse effect will fade away...
Why? Science -will finally be forced into":
clarifying basic laws..
We will replace h with s, Since h is
about bits or quanta it is anything but a
basic constant. Even though s is a magnirude smaller than h it is a constant. We
got into this mess because Planck's ideas
were widely promulgated for 3 decades
until in 1925 Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit
found all electrons in -all atoms always
spin at s or with a constant angular rnomentum .
Unfortunately Einstein derived c from
h but c' = t + or-v,. Tune 3 CB (citizen,
Band) radios to the same channel and
turn the modulation off so all 3 are o
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